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Book Review

Welfare and the Problem of Black Citizenship
Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and th e History of Welfare. By Linda
Gordon.· New York: Th e Free Press, 1994. Pp. viii , 419 . $22 .95.
Th e Color of Welfare: How Racism Undermined the War on Poverty. By Jill
Qu adag no.** New York: Oxford University Press, 1994 . Pp. viii, 240. $24.00.

Dorothy E. Roberts t

Racial politics has so dominated welfare refo rm efforts that it is
commonplace to observe that "welfare" has become a code word for race.
When Americans discuss welfare , many have in mind the mythical Black
"welfare queen" or profligate teenager who becomes pregnan t at taxpayers '
expense to fatten her welfare check. 1 Although most welfare recipients are not
Black, Black single mothers do rely on a disproporti onate share of Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). 2 It is likely, then, that the current
campaign to slash funding for welfare programs, couched in a rhetoric that
condemns welfare's social harms and recipients ' irresponsibility, reflects a
worsening rac ial crisis in America. 3 At the same time, the exclusion from the
*
**

Florence Kelley Professor of American History, University of Wiscon sin , Madison.
Professor of Sociology and Mildred and Claude Pepper Chair in Soc ial Gerontology, Florida State
University.
t Professor, Rutgers University School of Law, Newark. This Book Review expand s an earli er review
of these books, Dorothy E. Roberts, Welfare Yes terday and Today, 24 CONTEMP. Soc. I ( 1995). I would
like to thank Joel Handler, Kenneth Karst, and Iris Marion Young for their wri tten comm ent s on an earli er
draft of thi s Book Review. The Review benefited as we ll from co nversati ons abou t we lfare reform w ith
M arion Smiley and Lucie White. I am al so gratefu l to Sandra Satchell for her researc h ass istance .
I. See Wahneema Lubiano, Black Ladies, We lfa re Queens, and State Min strels: Ide olog ica l War by
Narrative Means, in RACE-lNG JUSTICE, EN-GENDERING POWER: ESS AYS ON A NITA HILL, CLARENCE
THOM AS, AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF SOCIAL REALITY 323, 332 (Toni Morri so n ed., 1992).
2. See H OUSE COMM. ON WAYS AND M EA NS, 103D CONG., 2D SESS., OVERV IEW OF ENTITLEMENT
PROGRAMS : 1994 GREEN BOOK 444 (Comm. Print 1994); Teresa L. A mott, Black Women and AFDC:
Makin g Entitlement Out of Necessity, in WOMEN , THE STATE, AND W ELFARE 280, 28 1 (Linda Gordon ed.,
1990).
3. See genera lly JOEL F. H ANDLER & YEH ES KEL H ASENFELD, TH E M ORAL CONSTRUCTION OF
POVERTY: WELFARE REFOR M IN AMER ICA ( 199 1); Larry Cata Backer, Welfa re Reform at the Limit: Th e
Futility of " Ending Welfare as We Know II," 30 H ARV. C.R.-C. L. L. REv. 339 ( 1995); Marth a Min ow, Th e
Welfare of Single Mothers and Th eir Children, 26 CONN. L. REV. 8 17 ( 1994).
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mainstream debate of any co ns ideration of enhancing public assistance to th e
4
poor s ig nifies the resounding defeat of a progressive welfare ideal.
Those seeking strategies to reverse this trend will profit from studying past
we lfare advocacy movemen ts to learn what went wrong. Two recent books
!end tre mendous ass istance to thi s project by explaining the soc ial force s th at
th wa rt ed the visio n of a stro ng welfare state. What these books add to th e
vo luminous literature on the history of welfare in America5 is the ir search for
lesso ns from defeated altern atives, as well as the ir critique of po liticall y
successful programs. Both books also examine more thoroughly than others
how rac is m structured the political choices that led to the cun-ent system of
welfare.
In Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare, 6
Linda Gordon examines the feminist reform effort th at produced the first
mothers' aid laws during the Progressive Era and laid th e foundation for the
New Deal welfare programs . Jill Quadagno picks up here in Th e Color of
Welfare: How Racism Undermined the War on ? overt/ to explore how a
w hite backlash dismantled the antipoverty programs of the 1960s . Both books
are enli ghtening in three ways. First, Gordon and Quadag no dispel the notion
that th e stingy American welfare system 8 stems fro m noble liberal ideals;
rather, they attribute its inadequacy to a racist unwillingness to include Blacks
as full citizens and to patriarch al norms about women 's place in society. 9
Second, both books present an expansive definition of welfare that situates
it within the broader context of citizenship in the national community-a
much-needed perspective in the narrow contemporary debate centered on poor
single mothers. At the most basic level, government aid provides individuals
with the prerequisites for their participation in political decisionmaking and the
social life of the community. As Gordon explains, "Without some minimum
level of security, well-being, and dignity, people cannot function as
citizens." 10 But welfare programs, broadly defined, can also work to eradicate
4. See Perso nal Responsibility Ac t, H.R . 4, 104th Con g., 1st Sess. ( 1995) [hereinafter Perso nal
Responsibility Act]; David Whitman & Matthew Cooper, The End of Welfa re-Sort of, U.S. NEWS &
WORLD REP., June 20, 1994, at 28 (di sc uss in g President Clinton 's welfare reform proposal, the Work and
Respo nsi bility Act of 1994). The recent debacle of efforts to nati onal ize health in surance, a we lfare
program enac ted as a m at ter of cou rse in m any industrialized countries, shows that Americans' ave rsio n
to we l fare ex tends beyond payments to poor si ngle mothers.
5. See, e.g ., MIMI ABRAM OV ITZ, REGULATING THE LIVES OF W OMEN : SOC IAL WELFARE POLICY FROM
COLON IAL TIMES TO THE PRESENT ( 1988) ; HANDLER & HASENFELD, supra note 3; MICHAEL B. KATZ, THE
UNDESERVING POOR: FROM THE WA R ON POVERTY TO THE WAR ON W ELFARE ( 1989); FRANCES FO X
PIVEN & RI CHARD A. CLOWARD, REGULATING THE POOR: THE FUN CTIONS OF PUBLIC WELFARE ( 1971 ).
6. LINDA GORDON, PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED: SINGLE MOTHERS AND THE HISTORY OF W ELFARE
( ! 994) (hereinafter PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED ].
7. JILL QUADAGNO, THE COLOR OF WELFARE: HOW R AC ISM UNDERMINED THE W AR ON POVERTY
( 1994) (hereinafter COLOR OF WELFARE).
8. See PITIED B UT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 5 (notin g that , by mid-1970s, public ass istan ce
programs " had become eve n stin gier and more di shonorable than they had been originally").
9. See id. at 5-8 , 187-9 7; COLOR OF WELFAR E, supra note 7, at 10-13.
10. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, sup ra note 6, at 142.
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structural barriers to social membership so that citi ze ns not only s urvive but
also flouri sh. Unlike people subj ect to state control, c itizen s are entitled to state
as sistance as a matter of right to compensate them for thei r valuable
co ntribution to society or to ensure th eir full participation in the polity.
Both auth ors condemn th e strati fica ti on of welfare into two basic
11
categories- soc ial insurance and what is commonl y called "we lfare." While
soc ial in suran ce (Social Sec urity and unemployment in surance) provides a
dignified entitlement to wage earners and their spou ses and children, we lfare
(mainly AFDC) dol es out humili ating reli ef primarily to poor single mothers .
Welfare recipients are stigmatized as shiftless and irres ponsible, the ir perso nal
li ves are scru tinized by govern ment workers, and they must conform to
behavioral rules in order to receive their benefits. 12 The beneficiaries of soc ial
insuran ce, on the other hand , suffer none of these indigniti es.
Fin ally, both books suggest strateg ies necess ary for any hope of reviving
past vis io ns of welfare and adapting the m to curre nt social realities. They
hi ghlight the peril in liberal s' present defensive posture. The fight to salvage
pieces of the current welfare system from Republic an annihilation tends to
overlook the system's serious flaw s; the specter of completely destitute women
and children makes even the state 's meager handout look generous by
comparison. It is easy to forget that the system of poor relief many seek to
save was also designed to subordinate Blacks, devalue women's work, and
mollify demands for economic justice. 13 In this dispiriting age of welfare
retrenchment, these books iss ue a call to rekindle the ideal of a universal ,
inclusive, and dignified welfare system that thus far has existed only as a
defeated dream.
My only dissatisfaction with these books arises not from my di sagreement
with their central points , but from the fact that I found them so compelling.
Gordon and Quadagno uncover from past movements the promise of a
visionary welfare ideal only to explain how time and time again it was
sq uelched by racism. Considering these books together highlights the dil emma
th at Black citizenship poses for radical we lfare reform: While a strong welfare
StJite is required to make Blacks full participants in the political economy,
Blacks' exclusion from citizenship persistently blocks efforts to establish an
inclusive welfare system. On the one hand, racial justice demands aggressive
government programs to relieve poverty and redress longstanding barriers to
housing, jobs, and political participation. Yet, as Gordon and Quadagno

II. See id. at 293-303; COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 8- 10.
12. Luc y A. Williams, Th e Ide ology of Division: Behavior Modification Welfa re Reform Proposals,
102 YALE L.J. 719, 7 19-2 1 ( 1992) (essay).
13. See generally ABR AMOVITZ, supra note 5 (describing how welfa re programs' "family ethic" has
enforced rigid gender roles); PIYEN & CLOWARD, supra note 5 (ex plaining how U.S. reli ef programs have
regulated political and economic behavior of the poor); COLOR OF WELFAR E, supra note 7, at 17-31
(d iscussing Blacks' exclusi on from New Deal welfare programs).
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de monstrate , white Americans have resisted the ex pansion of welfare preci se ly
becau se of its ben efits to Blacks. Harold Cru se 's words in 1968 still ring true
today: '·[W]hite America has inherited a racial cris is that it cannot handl e an d
is un ab le to create a solution for it that does not do violence to the collec ti ve
white American racial ego." 14 Thus , Black c itizenship is at once America 's
ch ief reason for and impediment to a strong welfare state. Ne ither author offers
us a convincin g way out of thi s deadlock.
I exp lore in thi s Book Review the case th at these books make for the
c iti zenship ideal of welfare and the problem of Black ci ti zenship th at they
leave unresolved. After setting out in Parts I and II the ge nd ered and rac ial
origin s of the cuiTe nt welfare system that the books discl ose, I explain more
fully in Part III the problem that Black citi ze nship poses for the American
meaning of welfare. Part IV discu sses how categories of welfare distin gui sh
between citi zens and subj ects and how the most vilified welfare programs deny
recipi ents th e rights of citizenship. In Part V, I describe the new vi sion of
welfare proposed by Gordon and Quadagno, which centers on we lfare's
connection to citizenship.
Finall y, Part VI looks critically at strategies for establishing this citizenship
vision of welfare despite America's racial impasse, as well as at the Bl ack
separatist alternative of rejecting the pursuit of American citi ze nship altogether.
I conclude that, despite the political appeal of race-neutral, uni versa! programs,
advocacy for an inclu sive welfare state must be grounded in the explicit
demand for Black people's citizenship rights. On the other hand, I doubt
whether separatist solutions that do not engage in a systemic assault on poverty
and raci al subordination can possibly achieve the massive economic and social
transformati0n needed to improve the material status of the masses of Black
urban poor; and I do not believe that we should relinqui sh the ideal of this
radical change. Instead, I advocate in Part VII a strategy of developing Black
economic, cultural, and political institutions as part of a struggle for a strong
American welfare state to which Black people belong as citizens.

I. THE GENDERED ORIGINS OF WELFARE
Gordon traces the origins of welfare's stratified structure primarily to
women's advocacy for maternalist legislation during the Progressive Era.
Mothers ' aid, initially provided through state and local programs, laid the
groundwork for the modern federal welfare system and shaped the terms of the
debate about single motherhood that still govern welfare policy discussions
today. 15 In some respects, the Progressive women's campaign achieved a

14. H AROLD CRUSE, REBELLION OR REVOLUTION? I 04 ( !968) (hereinafter CRUSE, REB ELLION OR
REVOLUTION1].
15.

PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED,

supra note 6, at 37.
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rem arkable transformatio n o f Americans' understanding of public welfare.
Until then, local asyl ums or poo rho uses distributed inadequa te and
discretionary relief to th e "worthy" poor alon e ; only th ose stricken by natural
calamity, s uch as the blind, deaf, or in sane , and orphaned children, were
deemed deserving of an y public ass istance. 16 The mothers' aid programs not
only rejected the prevailing lai ssez-faire approach to poverty, but also "sough t
to remove reli ef from the sti gma of pauperism and the poorhouse." 17 Through
a crusade th at identifi ed exclusively with women and children , the women
reformers con vinced the public that single motherhood was an urgent soci al
problem that should be addressed through social we lfare. 18 The res ultin g
maternali st welfare policy provided government aid so that the female victims
of misfortune and male irrespon sibility would not have to relinqui sh the ir
maternal duti es in the home in order to join the work fo rce .
Gordon's analysis is more critical than Theda Skocpol 's hi story of th is
crusade in Protecting Soldiers and M others: The Political Origins of Social
Policy in the United States .19 Skocpol lauds the Progres sive women's
monumental accomplishment: Their maternalist rhetoric was powerful enough
to mobilize disenfranchised women, defeat conservative opponents, and
persuade American legislatures to embark on social welfare programs far ahead
of those of most European countries. 20 While recognizing the historical
significance of the reformers' valuation of mothering and refutation of Social
Darwinist assumptions , Gordon does not discount the programs' gross
inadequacy at meeting the needs of female-headed families. 21 Moreover,
Gordon points out that mothers' pensions represented a defeat for more
progressive, universalist models advocated at the time by organizations such
as the National Consumers ' League and the Women 's Trade Union League. 22
Rather than interpret mothers' aid as a victory for women's rights, Gordon
seeks to unravel its paradox: Why did welfare programs designed by feminists
end up failing women so miserably?
Gordon's answer to this paradox is the reformers' adherence to a
patriarchal family norm that fostered a misguided faith in the "family wage"
16. Williams, supra note 12, at 721; see also KATZ, supra note 5, at 9-10 (describing Americans'
ambivalent attitude towards the poor).
17. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 38 .
18. !d. at 24-32. On the political debate surrounding public assis tance for sin gle mothers durin g the
Progressive Era, see TH EDA SKOCPOL, PROTECTING SOLDIERS AN D MOTHERS: THE POLITICAL ORIGINS OF
SOCIAL POLICY IN THE UNITED STATES 424-28 (1992); SUS AN TIFFIN, IN WHOSE BEST INTER ES T~ CHILD
WELFARE REFORM IN TH E PROGRESSI VE ERA 126-29 ( 1982).
19. SKOCPOL, supra note 18.
20. !d. at 424-28.
21. In 1917. for example, Edith Abbott attributed the popularity of mothers' aid programs to their
weakness: "'[M]others' pensions do not interfere with any great vested interests, and th ey do not even
interfere with the taxpayers ' interests. since the laws are largel y optional and local authorities are not
required to appropriate ... or may make their appropriations as ni ggardly as they please."' PITIED BUT
NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 62 .
22. /d. at 61-62 .
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and in mothers' economic dependence on men . The women crusaders believed
in the prevailing sexual division of labor that "prescribes earnings as the sole
responsibility of husbands and unpaid domestic labor as the only proper longterm occupation for women.'' 23 They therefore advocated a living wage for
each family that enabled the husband to support a dependent, service-providing
wife, rather than programs that would facilitate female independence. 24 The
reformers' fear that welfare might provide an incentive for state dependency
("pauperization"), moral degeneracy, and family breakdown further limited the
programs' generosity. 25
The New Deal, the end point for Gordon's account and the starting point
for Quadagno's, established the stratified and unequal provision of public
assistance. The fate of mothers' aid was sealed when it was assigned to a
program separate from the government's provision for men .26 Social
insurance (Social Security and unemployment insurance) provided a dignified
entitlement to primarily white, male wage earners and their wives; Aid to
Dependent Children doled out humiliating relief to poor single mothers. While
Social Security laws obligated the federal government to pay beneficiaries a
fixed amount, "ADC clients faced caseworkers, supervisors, and administrators
with discretion regarding who got aid and how much they got." 27 These
government bureaucrats required recipients to meet not only means standards
but also degrading morals, or "suitable home," tests that typically probed
clients' sexual behavior. 28
ADC's inferiority was enhanced by its provision of aid exclusively to the
child, defeating the position that mothers' aid compensated women's service
to society as a principle of entitlement. 29 While rejecting this positive aspect
of feminist reformers' view of mothers' aid, the male-dominated New Deal
regime incorporated the most limiting aspects of the earlier reformers'
view-the reliance on male wages to meet the needs of families and the moral
supervision of recipients of poor relief. 30
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28 .
29.

!d.
!d.
!d.
!d.
!d.
!d.
!d.

at 53 .
at 51-54.
at 180.
at 253-85.
at 295.
at 298.
at 282. The reliance on male earnings also supported the elimination of public works and
medical insurance from ADC, depriving poor women of the important support of jobs and health care. !d.
at 258.
30. Contemporary welfare reform rhetoric resurrects the early reformers' anxiety about singlemotherhood as well as their reliance on mothers' economic dependence on husbands. The House
Republicans' proposed Personal Responsibility Act, for example, declares that "marriage is the foundation
of a successful society" and "an essential social institution which promotes the interests of children and
society at large." Personal Responsibility Act, supra note 4 , § I 00. A list of "the negative consequences
of an out-of-wedlock birth on the child, the mother, and society," as well as measures designed to penalize
unwed mothers and their children, follows . !d. §§ 100(3), I 05. Pitied But Not Entitled thus lends historical
weight to Martha Fineman's recent critique of the nuclear-family norm that leaves women with the burdens
of caretaking while denying them adequate government support. See MARTHA ALBERTSON FINEMAN, THE
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BLACKS AND TH E HISTORY OF WELFARE

Does Gordon's focus on patriarchal norms fully explain the stratification
and inadequacy of America's welfare system? In The Color of Welfare ,
Quadagno makes a convincing case that gender alone cannot account for
American exceptionalism any more than can explanations based on the
seq uence of democrati zation, the legacy of a politically weak working class,
or the liberal opposition to government intervention. 31 For Quadagno, all of
these explanations are inextricably tied to rac ial politics. And while centered
on gender, Gordon's history of the first welfare programs reveals that the
reformers ' vision of welfare was shaped at least as much by race. 32
A. The Racist Origins of Welfare

Although much of the American public now views welfare dependency as
a Black cultural trait, the welfare system systematically excluded Black people
for most of its history. 33 Besides its misguided faith in the family wage, the
Progressive welfare movement was flawed by the elitism of the privileged,
white activist network that led it. As a result, a defining aspect of its welfare
vision was the social control of poor immigrant families and the neglect of
Black women. 34
Immigrant women, who reformers incorrectly believed made up a
disproportionate share of deserted wives and illegitimate mothers, became the
primary objects of reformers' moral concern. 35 Worried about urban
immigrants' threat to the social order, the reformers treated welfare as a means
of supervising and disciplining recipients as much as a means of providing
charity. 36 According to this social work perspective, the cure for single
NEUTERED MOTHER, THE SEXUAL FAMILY AND OTHER TwENTIETH CENTURY TRAGEDIES ( 1995). Ass igning
the care of children to the traditional private family, Fineman argues, merely obscures the ine vitabi lity and
costs of children's dependency. See id. at 163.
31. See COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 187-96.
32. While Gordon's aim is to reveal the "gendered roots" of the current welfare system, PITIED BUT
NoT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 12, she acknowledges that the Progressive Era women's movement
excluded Black women both as participants and as objects of concern, and that "one could say that the fate
of ADC was defined by the Civil War and Reconstruction-by the economic race relations an d party
alignments then constructed," id. at 285 .
33. See id. at 48 (exclusion of minorities from some early mothers' aid programs) ; COLOR OF
WELFARE, supra note 7, at 18-24 (exclusion of Blacks from New Deal social insurance programs) ;
WiNIFRED BELL, AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN 34-35 (1965) (exclusion of Black mothers from ADC).
34. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 304. For another analysis of maternali st welfare
reform as a means of cultural regulation, see GWENDOLYN MINK, TH E WAGES OF MOTHERHOOD:
INEQUALITY IN THE WELFARE STATE, 1917- I942, at 3-120 (1995).
35. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 29.
36. Many commentators have observed that the contemporary welfare system conti nues to function
as a means of controlling poor people's behavior. See, e.g., Williams, supra note 12, at 720-2 I (identifying
idea behind current welfare reform projects such as Learnfare. Family Cap, and Bridefare as "only those
women and children who conform to majoritarian middle-class values deserve government subsistence
benefits"); Rosemary L. Bray, "So How Did I Get Here 7." N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 8, I 992, § 6 (Magazine), at
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mothers' poverty Jay in socializing foreign relief recipients to conform to
"American" family standards. 37 Thus, aid generally was conditioned on
compliance with "suitable home" provisions and often administered by juvenile
court judges who specialized in punitive and rehabilitative judgments. 38
Black single mothers, on the other hand, were simply excluded. The tl rst
maternalist welfare legislation was intended for white mothers only:
Administrators either failed to establish programs in locations with large Black
populations or distributed benefits according to standards that disqualified
Black mothers. 39 As a result, in 1931 the first national survey of mothers '
pensions broken down by race found that only three percent of recipients were
Black. 40 The exclusivity of mothers' aid programs coincided with the
entrenchment of formal racial segregation-another Progressive reform
intended to strengthen social order. 41
In a fascinating chapter entitled "Don't Wait for Deliverers," Gordon
demonstrates the welfare movement's ideological loss that resulted from
excluding Black women by contrasting the elite white reformers' programs
with the welfare vision of Black women activists of the era. 42 Although Black
women reformers also relied on motherhood as a political platform, their
approach to women's economic role differed dramatically from that of their
privileged, white counterparts. Black women eschewed the viability of the
family wage and women's economic dependence on men. Instead, they
accepted married women's employment as a necessity, advocating assistance
for working mothers. 43
Moreover, while white reformers relied largely on the romantic rhetoric of
moral motherhood, Black women's organizations stressed the value of mothers'
work in the home. As historian Eileen Boris observes, "black suffragists were
redefining the political and demanding votes for women on the basis of their
work as-rather than their mere being-mothers." 44 Black activist women

35, 40 (calling social supervision of welfare recipients "a control many Americans feel they have bought
and paid for every April 15").
37. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 47.
38. !d. at 45; see also ABRAMOVITZ, supra note 5, at 202-03; MINK, supra note 34, at 27-52.
39. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 48; see also ABRAMOVITZ, supra note 5, at 20 I
(noting that maternalist welfare legislation served very few Black women); HANDLER & HASENFELD, supra
note 3, at 25-27.
40. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 48.
41. !d. at 87; see also Herbert Hovenkamp, Social Science and Segregation Before Brown, 1985 DUKE
L.J. 624 (examining Progressive Era judges' reliance on prevailing scientific view about racial separation);
Michael W. McConnell, Originalism and the Desegregation Decisions, 81 VA. L. REV. 947, 1131 n.856
( 1995) (noting that "[t]he progressive reform movement in the South, with few exceptions, was also the
white supremacist movement"). On the connection between southern progressivism and white supremacy,
see generally JACK TEMPLE KIRBY, DARKNESS AT THE DAWNING: RACE AND REFORM IN THE PROGRESSIVE
SOUTH (1972); C. VANN WOODWARD, THE STRANGE CAREER OF JIM CROW (3d ed. 1974).
42. See PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 111-43.
43. /d. at 136-37.
44. Eileen Boris, The Power of Motherhood: Black and White Activist Women Redefine the "Political."
2 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 25, 26 (1989).
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showed their res pect for hou sew ives , for example, by making th em eligible for
membe rship in the National Association of Wage Earners. 45
B.

The Perpetuation of the Racializ.ed Welfare System

The New Deal solidified welfare's stratification along racial as well as
gender lines. Northern New Dealers struck a bargain with Southern Democrats
that systematically denied Blacks' eligibility for social insurance benefits: Core
programs allowed states to define eligibility standards and excluded agricultural
workers and domestic servants in a deliberate effort to maintain a Black menial
labor caste in the South. 46 Whites feared that Social Security would make
both recipients and those freed from the burden of supporting dependents less
willing to accept low wages. 47 In addition, New Deal public works programs
blatantly discriminated against Blacks, offering them the most menial jobs and
paying them sometimes half of what white workers eamed. 48 Even Aid to
Dependent Children was created primarily for white mothers, who were not
expected to work; 49 the relatively few Black recipients received smaller
stipends on the ground that "blacks needed less to live on than whites." 50
Quadagno connects racial politics both to the enactment and to the
dismantling of the 1960s welfare programs that followed. She interprets the
War on Poverty as an effort to eliminate the racial barriers of the New Deal
programs and to integrate Blacks into the national political economy. 51 For
example, the Office of Economic Opportunity used federal funds to empower
community action groups run by local Black activists; federal affirmative
action and job-training programs broke longstanding racial barriers to union
jobs; the Department of Housing and Urban Development gave housing
subsidies to the poor. 52
At the same time, the National Welfare Rights Organization, a grassroots
movement composed of welfare mothers, joined forces with neighborhood
welfare rights centers and legal services lawyers to agitate for major changes
in the welfare system's eligibility and procedural rules. 53 This welfare rights
movement secured entitlements to benefits, raised benefit levels, and increased

45.
46.
47.
130-45

/d. at 41.

PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 276-77 ; COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 21.
PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 275; see also PIVEN & CLOWARD, sup ra note 5, at
(explaining AFDC rules as a mechanism for enforcing Black low-wage labor); COLOR OF
WELFARE, supra note 7, at 21 (noting that plantation owners feared welfare program grants "could
undennine the entire foundation of the plantation economy").
48. PITIED B UT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 197.
49. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 119.
50. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 276.
51. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 28-31. For another account of the Great Society programs
and their impact on the welfare system, see PIVEN & CLOWARD, supra note 5, at 248-338.
52. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at I 00-06.
53. !d. at 120; PIVEN & CLOWARD, supra note 5, at 285-338.
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availability of benefits to families headed by women. As a result, "by 1967,
a welfare case load that had once been eighty-six percent white had become
fo rty-six percent nonwhite." 54
But Black welfare activists won a Pyrrhic victory. As Gordon notes, they
got th e mselves included " not in social insurance but mainly in public
assis tan ce programs, which by then had become even stingier and more
dishonorable than they had been originally." 55 As AFDC became increas ingly
associated with Black mothers already stereotyped as lazy, irrespo nsible, and
overly fertile, it became increasingly burdened with behav ior modification,
work req uirements , and reduced effective benefit levels. 56 Social Security, on
the other hand, effectively transferred income from Blacks to whites because
Blacks have a lower life expectancy and pay a disproportionate share of taxes
on earnings.57 Meanwhile, a white backlash had decimated the War on
Poverty programs within a decade. 58

Ill. THE PROBI....EM OF BLACK CITIZENSHIP
Supporters of a strong welfare state puzzle over the rejection of evidence
that more generous and universal welfare programs would improve the quality
of life for everyone. Why have Americans disdained basic protections, such as
national health insurance, family allowances, and paid parental leave, that
citizens of other industrialized nations take for granted? Why do Americans
prefer a stingy welfare system that fosters a society marred by poverty, poor
health, crime, and despair? Gordon argues that the early feminists' reliance on
an already-outdated family wage ideal stemmed from their misapprehen sion of
the extent of and need for women's participation in the labor market. The
movement suffered as well from forging the wrong alliances, with male social
insurance advocates rather than with poor people and Black women reformers
who could have redirected the movement's welfare vision. 59
While Gordon lays much of the blame for past failures on historical
shortsightedness, I think Quadagno provides the correct explanation. The Color
of Welfare highlights the dilemma that Black citizenship poses for welfare
reform . Quadagno demonstrates that it was precisely the War on Poverty
programs' link to Blacks ' civil rights that doomed them: Whites opposed them
as an infringement of their economic right to discriminate against Blacks and
a threat to white political power. President Nixon abolished the Office of
54. Gwendolyn Mink, Welfare Reform in Historical Perspective, 26 CONN. L. RE V. 879, 891 ( 1994).
55. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 5.
56. Mink, supra note 54, at 891-92.
57. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 160--61. Because Black women are less likely than white
women to qualify for spouse benefits and more likely to work if married, "their Social Security taxes
subsidi ze the spouse benefits of white housewives." !d. at 162.
58. !d. passim.
59. PiTIED BUT NOT ENTITLED. supra note 6, at 304.
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Economic Opportunity in 1973 , nine years after its creation , when its extens ion
of political ri ghts to Blacks throug h local community action agencies appeared
to foment rebellion in cities such as Newark.60 At a time when Europea n
trade uni ons were fighting for full-empl oy ment policies and more
co mpreh ensive welfa re provisions, the AFL-CIO de fe nded its "property
right" 6 1 to exclude Blacks from its ranks and opposed the civil ri ghts
campaign for an open labor marke t. 62 Peaking in 1968 , federal housing
subsidies underwent a precipitous dec line when white homeow ners backed by
the powerful real estate lobby adamantly resisted residential integration .63
For Quadagno, our deficient welfare state is " the price the nation still pays
for failing to full y incorporate African Americans into the national
community." 64 Privileged racial identity gives whites a powerful incentive to
leave the ex isting social order intac t. White Americans therefore have bee n
unwilling to create social programs that will facilitate Blacks' full citizenship,
even when those programs would benefit whites. Even white workers' and
feminist movements have compromi sed their most radical dreams in order to
strike political bargains that sacrifice the rights of Blacks.65 W.E.B. Du Bois
ex plained white resistance to labor and education reform during Reconstructi on
by the fact that poor and laboring whites preferred to be compensated by the

60. COLOR OF WELFARE, mpra no te 7, at 33-59. As Richard Cloward and Frances Fox Piven po int
out, OEO fundin g enabled the federal government " to become direc tl y involved with a population th at was
extremel y vo latile and politicall y re bellious-not because it had bee n aroused by federa l funds and federa l
rhetoric ... but because of th e traumatic dislocations it had suffere d." PIVEN & CLOWAR D, supra note 5,
at 272.
61. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 65. For a fuller explication of whiteness as a property righ t,
see Cheryl I. Harris, Whileness as Properly, 106 HARV. L. REV. 1707 ( 1993 ). Harris's analysis parallels
Quadagno's hi storical claim about rac ial pri vilege, id. at 1741-42, but Harri s al so notes the continuing
salience of this rac ialized property right:
The wages of whiteness are available to all whites regardl ess of class position, even to those
whites who are without power, money, or influence. Whiteness, the characteristic that
di stin gui shes them from Blacks, serves as compensation eve n to those who lack material wealth .
It is the relative political advantages extended to whites, rather than actual eco nomic gains, that
are crucial to white workers.
!d. at 1759 .
62. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 6 1-87.
63. !d. at 107-15.
64. !d. at 4; see also Kenneth L. Karst, Ci1izenship, Race, and Marginalily, 30 WM. & MARY L. REv.
I , 6-7 ( 1988) ("One factor that weakens the Am erican public's support for social welfare programs is the
perception, widel y shared among whites, th at 'welfare' mean s ai d to the members of rac ial and ethnic
min ori ti es.").
65. On wh ite feminist movements' exclusion of Black women and their co nce rn s, see ANGELA Y.
DAVIS, WOMEN, RACE & CLASS 174-90 ( 1981 ); BELL HOOKS, AIN'T I A WOMAN: BLACK WOM EN AND
FEMINISM 11 9-58 (1981). For accounts of raci sm in American trade unions, see HERBERT HILL, BLACK
LABOR AND TH E AMERICAN LEGA L SYSTEM ( 1977); John Payton , Redress ing Ihe Exclusion of and
Discriminalion Againsl Black Workers in I he Skilled Constrttclion Trades: The Approach of 1/ze Washing10n
La wyers' Commiuee for Civil Righ1s Under Law, 27 How. L.J. 1397 ( 1984). See also United Steelworkers
v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193, 198 n.l ( 1979) ("Judicial findings of exc lusion from crafts on racial grounds are
so numerous as to make such exclusion a proper subject for judicial notice." ); Elizabeth M. Igles ias,
Structure s of Subo rdinalion : Women of Color a/ the Interse ction of Title VJJ and The NLRA, Not 1, 28
HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 395 (1993 ) (discussing legal barriers to minority women's empowerment in
integrated uni ons).
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"public and psychologic al wage" of racial superi ority. 66 Derrick Bell has
simil arly argued that whites in America-even those who lack weal th and
power-believe that they gain from continued economic disparities that leave
Blac ks at the bottom. 67 In his most recent expos ition of this thesi s, Bell
di smally concludes, "Black people will never ga in full equ ality in this
country." 68 Thus, opposition to Black citizen ship has had a profo un d im pact
on our co nception of welfare: It not onl y deni ed Blac ks benefit s to wh ic h
whites were entitled ; it also constrained the mea ning of c itize nship for all
A meri cans. 69
From the founding of the nation, the meaning o f American citizenship has
res ted on the denial of citizer::;hip to Blacks livin g within its borders.70
C iti ze nship had to be defin ed so as to account for the an omaly of slavery
ex istin g in a republic founded on a radical commitment to li berty, equality, and
natural ri ghts. 71 As Eric Foner observes , "Slavery he lped to shape the ide ntity
of all Americans, giving nationhood from the outset a powerful exclu sionary
dime nsion." 72 The development of a republican conception of citizenship
corresponded with the Founders ' insistence on a white nati onal identity.73
Republicanism defined the requirements for citizenship in opposition to th e
traits whites attributed to Bl acks. Whites rationali zed Bl acks ' exclusion from
citizenship by claiming that Blacks lacked the capacity for rational thought,
independence, and self-control that was essential for self-governance. 74
Emancipation did not change the racial definition of citizenship. Despite
the passage of the Reconstruction amendments to grant citize nship rights to
freed Black slaves , an official regime of segregation , disenfranchisement, and

66. W.E.B. DU BOIS, BLACK RECONSTRUCTION IN AMERI CA 1860- 1880, at 700 (August Mei er ed.,
Atheneum 1985) ( 1935).
67. Derrick Bell, After We 're Gone: Prudent Speculations on America in a Post-Racial Epoch, 34 ST.
LOU IS U. L.J. 393,402-03 (1990).
68 . DERRI CK BELL, FACES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE WELL: THE PERMANENCE OF RACISM 12 ( 1992)
[hereinafte r BELL, FACES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE WELL) (emphas is om itted).
69. Cf Eric Foner, Wh o Is an American?, 4 CULTURE FRONT, Winter 1995- 1996, at 4. Foner notes
the positi ve implications of Black people's strugg le for citizenship: " Ameri can history is not simpl y the
story of a fi xed set of ri ghts to which one group after another has gai ned access. On the co ntrary, the
de finiti on of those right s has changed as a consequence of battles at the bo undary over the demands of
excluded groups for inclusion." !d. at 7. I di scus s thi s transformati ve potential in Parts Y-YII, infra.
70. On the Constitution's accom modati on of slavery, see DERR ICK BELL, The Rea l Statu s of Blacks
Today: Th e Chronicle of th e Constitutional Colltradiction, in AND WE ARE NoT SAYED 26 ( 1987)
[hereinaft er BELL, AND WE AR E NOT SAYED); PAUL FINKELMAN , AN IMPERFECT UNION 23 (1981). See
also Dred Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. ( 19 How.) 393, 423 (1856) (holding th at no person of African de scent
is "c itize n" within meaning of U.S. Constituti on).
71 . See Barbara Jeanne Fields, Slavery, Race and Ideology in the United Srares of A merica, 181 NEW
LEFT REv. 95, 114 (1990); Foner, sup ra note 69, at 7.
72. Foner, supra note 69, at 7; cf Karst, supra note 64, at 3 ("To de fin e the scope of the ideal of
equality in America is to define the boundaries of the national community.").
73. RONA LD T. TAKAKI , IRON CAGES: RACE AND CULTURE IN 19TH-CENTURY AMERICA 15 ( 1990).
The Naturali zati on La w of 1790, for example, reserved citi ze nship fo r whites on ly. !d. at 14- 15 .
74. Eric Foner, The M eaning of Freedom in rhe A ge of Emancipation, 81 J. AM. HIST. 43 5, 443-44
( 1994 ); see also TAKAKI , supra note 73, al 11-17, 28-35, 42-55.
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terror practically reduc ed Blacks to their form er status. 75 Soon after the C ivil
War, Frederick Douglass observed that the same ideology employed in defense
of slavery was "employed as a justification of the fraud and violence by which
colored men are divested of their citizenship, and robbed of their constitutional
rights." 76 Blacks ' status now resembled that of colonial subjects rather th an
of indepe ndent and equal be ings. 77
A century later, the Swedi sh eco nomist Gunnar Myrdal identified as white
A meri cans' "Negro problem" this sa me "ever-ragi ng co nflic t between . .. the
'American creed"' and rac ial subordination .78 Myrdal found that America
remained "a white man' s country." 79 Not onl y were B lacks systematically
exc luded from the material privileges that white Americans e njoyed but Black
people did not fit in the image of American nati o nal identity. Black people
were in this sense aliens in America, "not really an integral part of the
Ameri can nation beyond th e co nve nient formal recogniti on that [they] live[]
within the borders of the United States. From the white's point of view, the
Negro is not related to the 'we,' the Negro is the 'they. "' 80 Although Blacks'
struggle to transform the meaning of citizenship has yie lded some parti al
victories (the Reconstructio n amendments and the Ci vii Rights Act of 1964,
for example), 81 America's stratified and unequal welfare state refl ects
Americans' adherence to a racial definition of citizenship.
Gordon cautions that we should not "oversimplify or dehistoricize" the
white women reformers ' reasons for excluding Black women from their
programs. 82 But what was the reformers' historical context? The first decades
of this century witnessed official disenfranchisement of Blacks in the South,
a virulent campaign to stem immigration of " inferior races," and imposition of
eugenic sterilization laws-all implemented as Progress ive reforms. 83 Gordon
see ms unwilling to attribute the reformers' oversight to sheer racial hatred, but
even her reading of history reveals their problem with Black citizenship.
Gordon explains: "For the white northern reformers early in the century, the
primary fact was that they did not notice these minorities-did not imagine

See ERIC FONER, NOTHI NG BUT FR EEDOM ( 1983); R AY FORD W. L OGAN , THE BETR AYA L OF THE
supra note 41.
76. Frederick Douglass, The Na tion's Problem, in NEGRO SOCIAL AN D POLITICAL TH OUG HT,
75 .

NEGRO ( 1965); WOODWARD,

1850-1920, at 311,312 (Howard Brotz ed., 1966) .
77.

CRUSE, REBELLION OR REV OLUTION?,

supra note 14, at 76; see also ROBERT L. ALLEN, BLACK

AWAKENING IN CAPITALIST AMERICA 1-17 (2d ed.

1970) (describing Black America's status as a

" semicolony'' of white America).
78. GUNNAR MYRDAL, AN AMERICAN DILEMMA at lxxi (2d ed. 1962).
79.

!d. at lxxvi.
supra note 14, at 77.
See ERIC FONER, R ECONSTRUCTION: AMER ICA's UNFINISHED REVOLUT ION, 1863-1 877 ( 1988);

80. CRUSE, REBELLION OR REVOLUTION?,
8 1.

ROBERT WEISBROT, FREEDOM BOUN D: A HISTORY OF AMERIC A'S CI V IL RIGHTS MO VEM ENT ( 1990).
82.
83.

PITIED B UT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6 , at 87 .
See MARK H. H ALLER, EUGENICS: HEREDITARIAN ATTITUDES IN AMERICA N THOUGHT ( 1963);

JOHN HIGHAM, STRA NGERS IN THE L AN D: PATTERNS OF AMERIC AN N ATI VISM, 1860-1925, at 300-30 (2d
ed. 1965); WOODWARD,

I

supra no te 41.
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them as indicated objects of reform. For the southerners, the immigrants
appeared reformable and integratable as blacks did not." 84 Their maternalist
legislation was intended to assimilate women who had the potential of
becoming citizens. Blacks, who lacked this potential, stood entirely outside th e
elite white women's paternalistic concept of the national community. 85
Race helps to explain why the maternalist rhetoric that propelled welfare
reform during the Progressive Era has lost all its persuasive force. Whil e
mothers' aid at the o utset of this century supported white women in exchange
for their valuable caretaking, welfare reform at the end of the century
castigates Black single mothers whose work in the home is deva!ued. 86
Because the public views Black mothers as "less fit, less caring, and less hurt
by separation from their children," it seems inconceivable to compensate their
domestic contribution and natural to make them work outside the home. 87
More generally, Black single mothers are the target of measures that cut back
benefits to welfare recipients and that attempt to reform their behavior because
they are not considered to be citizens.

IV.

WELFARE AND THE DENIAL OF THE RIGHTS OF CITIZENSHIP

One way of understanding the injustice of the current welfare system is to
examine how its stratified structure distinguishes between citizens and subjects.
Citizens, primarily wealthy and middle-class white Americans, receive
government assistance as a dignified entitlement. Subjects, who are
disproportionately Black, are stigmatized as undeserving recipients of public
charity. I explore in this part several ways in which the form of government
aid known as welfare denies to recipients the rights of citizenship. 88
A. The Distinction Between Citizens and Subjects

The stratification of our welfare system that distributes benefits according
to race and gender also differentiates between two classes of
inhabitants-citizens and subjects. Citizens receive welfare as an entitlement:
84. PITIED BUT NoT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 87 (footnote omitted). Gwendolyn Mink similarl y
observes that even in the North, Blacks were excluded from maternalist cultural reform efforts designed
to assimilate European immigrants: "Pegging equality to cultural conformity while withholding the tool s
and choice of conformity from African Americans, liberal racism marked the Black mother, worker, and
child as unassimilable." MINK, supra note 34, at 120.
85. For an illustration of feminists' paternalism toward their less fortunate sisters, see Johanna Brenner,
Towards a Fem inist Perspecrive on Welfare Reform, 2 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 99, 120-23 ( 1989).
86. Dorothy E. Roberts, The Value of Black Mothers' Work, 26 CONN. L. REV. 871 (1994).
87. !d. at 874.
88. It is true that the dichotomy between citizens and subjects does not fall perfectly along racial lines:
Many poor whites also receive the degrading form of welfare. But the impact of America's hostility to
Black citi ze nship is far more profound than the racial allocation of welfare benefits. The primary reason
the American welfare state denies even to white people some of the privileges of citizenship is its
reluctance to establish programs that will grant these privileges to Blacks.
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Gov ernment has an obligati on to support citizens as co mpensa tion for their
social co ntribution or as a prereq uis ite to their full participation in political and
economic life. For exampl e, the government pays citizens Social Sec urity
bene fits th at are unencumbered by behavioral cond ition s, caseworker
in vest igations, or social sti gma. 89
Subjec ts, on the other hand , rece ive inferi or, inadequa te, and stigm at izing
relief at the govern ment's discretion . Poor mo thers who rec eive AFDC, for
examp le , are co nsi dered un worthy of governmen t assistance; the ir benefits, se t
be low the poverty level, are conditioned on co nform ance to behav ioral rules
and submi ssion to governme nt inspection.90 This surveillance of welfare
recipients ' eve ryd ay lives is so contrary to the gove rnment 's respec t for
citizens th at it unmi stakably marks these fam ilies as governmen t subj ec ts. 9 1
Black organizers who agitated for relief entitlements during the Depress ion
suggested th at the investigation of app lic ants' morals was a violation of
citi ze nship rights. One compl ai ned:
" Your Administrators here in Baltimore take it upon themselves to
inquire into the moral s of the applicant. ... The writer does not
believe that the letter of the Relief law, or even its spirit g ives the
Administrators that authority. May I men ti on that in France, to hold
a moral inquest upon the applicant for aid is forbidden by law." 92
Given this connection between citizenship and e ntitlement to welfare, it is not
surprising that current welfare reform proposals include the eliminatio n of
public assistance for undocumented immigrants. 93
The critical difference between these two forms of welfare lies in their
relation to individuals' autonomy. While welfare for citizens enables them to
be self-ruling persons, welfare for subjects enables the government to rule
them . Gordon makes this di stinction in her defense of welfare entitlements:
"Citizens have rights to which they are entitled by law, and losing this
understanding endangers the republic . .. . Moreover, th e feeling of entitleme nt
89. See generally ERIC R. KI NGSON & EDWARD D. BERKOW ITZ, SOCIAL SECUR ITY & MED ICARE
( 1993) (describing social policy and eligibility rul es governing Socia l Security).
90. See ABRAMOVITZ, sup ra note 5, at 349- 68; Williams, supra note 12, at 721-24. Current we lfare
reform proposals would replace the federal guarantee of AFDC with block grants to the states. Elizabeth
Shogren, House OKs Welfare Overhaul That C11ti Off Aid Guarantees, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 25, 1995, at A I.
91. Cf Austin Sarat, "... The Law Is All Over": Power. Resistance and the Legal Consciouiness of
th e Welfare Poor, 2 YALE J.L. & HUMAN. 343, 344 ( 1990) (noting that public authorities regulate people
on welfare more intensively than they do people not on welfare).
92. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 245 (quotin g Leller from Gribov to Harry Hopki ns
(Dec. 12, 1934)).
93 . See Perso nal Responsibility Act, supra note 4, § 402 (de nying AFDC benefi ts to undocume nted
al iens); Jenifer M. Bosco, Note, Undo cumented Immigrams, Economic Ju stice, and Welfare Reform in
Californ ia, 8 GEO. IMM IGR. L.J. 71 , 72-76 ( 1994) (descri bi ng anti-immigration measures proposed and
adopted in California); Dan Balz, A Historic Republican Triumph: GOP Capt11res Con gress; Party Controls
Both Houses for First Tim e Since '50 's, WASH. POST, Nov. 9, 1994, at A I, A22 (desc ribing California's
Proposition 187, which deni es a number of social services to undocumen ted aliens).
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is also vital to the rep ublic. It is the attitude of c itizen shi p, the esse nce of
independence ; without it we would have subjects, not citizens."~"
The very relegati on of subjects to inferior programs that supervi se and
humiliate them reinforc es their lack of citizenship q ualities while bolstering the
virt ues of the Citizen s who recei ve dignifi ed entitle ments. Citizens'
compen sat io n by soc ial in surance makes them appear independent and selfsufficient; subjects' rece ipt of charity makes th em appear dependent an d
irrespon sible. Current welfare reform rhetoric condemns mothers who receive
AFDC for transmitting a pathology of "welfare depende ncy" to their
children.'.l5 According to this view, reliance on this form of we lfare re fl ec ts
a lack of work ethic and leads to a myriad of social problems , including crime,
unwed motherhood, and long-term poverty. 96 Yet Americ ans do not view
reliance on Social Security as "dependency" at all, despite the prog ra m' s
strong redi stributive effec ts and the millions of nonworking wives and children
who in fact depend on its benefits for subsistence. 97 Gordon gives the
following example of the downward-spiraling process that results from
stigmati z ing welfare recipients:
The stig mas of "welfare" and of single motherhood intersect; hostility
to the poor and hostility to deviant family forms reinforce each other.
The resentment undercuts political support for the program, and
benefits fall farther and farther behind inflation. The resu lting
immiseration makes poor single mothers even more needy and less
politically attractive. The economic downturn of the last decade has
deepened both the poverty and the resentment, and created the
impression that we are experiencing a new, unprecedented, and
primarily minority social problem. 98

94. PITI ED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 288 (second emp hasis added).
95. Martha L. Fineman , Im ages of Mothers in Poverty Discourses, 1991 DUKE L.J. 274, 28 1- 85.
96. See, e.g. , MICKEY KAUS, THE END OF EQUALITY 121 (1992); LAWRENCE tv!. MEA D, TH E NEW
POLITICS OF POVERTY: THE NONWORKING POOR IN AMERICA 185- 209 ( 1992).
97. See HANDLER & HASENFELD, supra note 3, at 18-19; KINGSON & BERK OWITZ, supra note 89, at
23-25; Step hen D. Sugarman , Reforming Welfare Through Social Sec urity, 26 U. MI CH. J.L. REF. 8 17,
8 17-23 (1993) (noting that, in 1992, nearly 4 million children and caretaker pare nts received Soc ial
Security benefits totaling about $14 billion). Theresa Funicello explains the unfairness of the di stinction
made between children supported by Social Security and those supported by AFDC:
No one has suggested the mother on social security suffers from "dependenc y," yet
everyone seems concerned about dependency when it comes to welfare. There is no ration al
public policy basis for treating families in essentially identical circumstances in such radically
differen t ways .... The on ly real difference between "survivo r" and "welfare" families ... is
the imprimatur of the father. The me ssage: the needs and rig hts of women and children are
determined not by universal standard s but by the nature of their prior relati onsh ip to a man.
THERESA FUN ICELLO, TYR ANNY OF KI NDNESS: DISMANTLING THE WELFARE SYSTEM TO END POVERTY
IN AMERI CA 9 ( 1993).
98. PITI ED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 6. Gwendolyn Mink makes a similar point: "The
politics of back lash marked the welfare mother as Black and took her newly unregu lated 'dependence' on
welfa re as proof of her irremediable failure to assim ilate th e wo rk , cu ltural, and fam il y va lues of the
American middle class." MINK, supra note 34, at 183.
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Thus , Black single mothers' inferior statu s in the welfare state has intensified
their political and economic marginalization, making them even less worthy of
c iti zensh ip rights. By casting their need for public assistance as "dependency,"
welfare reform rhetoric suggests that these women lack the independence
required to be citizens, entitled to dignified government support. 99

B.

Welfare as a Waiver of Privacy

One of the key differences between we lfare extended to citizens and
we lfare extended to subjects is the degree to which each condi tions its benefits
on governme nt intrusion into recipients' privacy. Pub li c relief for single
mothers is structured to permit bureaucratic supervi sion of clients in order to
determ ine their eligibility based on both means and morals testin g. 100
C itizens avoid these impositions because they receive their benefits in the form
of entitlements that are not subject to the di scre ti on of caseworkers,
supervisors , or administrators . 101 Since welfare's inception, states have
conditioned payments on mothers' compliance w ith standards of sexual and
reproductive morality, such as "suitable home" or "man in the house"
rules. 102 More recently, welfare mothers have been required to undergo
mandatory paternity proceedings involving state scrutiny of their intimate
lives. 103 Over the last three years, at least thirty states have applied for
federa l waivers allowing them to change their welfare programs to incorporate
a form of behavior modification . 104
Means testing and moral s testing allow we lfare bureaucrats to place
recipients under surveillance to check for cheating or lapses in eligibility. Such
testing also forces recipients to assume a submissive stance lest offended

99. For c ritiques of the welfare dependency thesis, see Nancy Fraser & Linda Gordo n, A Genealogy
of Dependency: Tracing a Keyword of the U.S. Welfare Stare, 19 SIGNS 309 ( 1994); Lucie E. White, No
Exit: Rethinking "Welfare Dependency" from a Different Ground, 81 GEO. L.J. 1961 (1993 ).
I 00. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 294-99.
101. !d. a t 295.
I 02. ABRAMOVITZ, supra note 5, at 323- 26; PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED , supra note 6, at 45-46;
William s, supra note 12, at 723-24; see S. REP. No. 628, 74th Co ng., 1st Sess . § 402(b), at 36 (1935)
(" (The State] may, furthermore, impose such other eligibi lity requirements- as to means , moral character,
etc.- as it sees fit."); H.R. REP. No. 615, 74th Cong., I st Sess. , § 402(b), at 24 ( 1935).
I 03. FINEMAN, supra note 30, at !86; see Roe v. Norton, 422 U.S. 391 ( 19 75) (per curiam) (noticing
federal requirement of welfare mothers' cooperation in establi shing paternity of children born out of
wedlock); Allen v. Eichler, No. 89A-FE-4, 1990 WL 58223 (Del. Super. Ct. Apr. 3, 1990) (upholding
denial of benefits to woman who refused to subm it calendar on which she had all eged ly written names of
her sexual partners). Under the Family Support Act of I %8, the states are required to meet federal
standards to establish the paternity of children born out of wedlock as a mean s of procu rin g chi ld support
from the absent fathers. Family Support Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. I 00-485, tit. I, I 02 Stat. 2343 , 2344
( 1988). The Personal Responsibility Act would deny AFDC benefits for a chi ld whose paternity has not
been established unless the unmarried mother cooperates in tracking down the ch ild ' s father. Personal
Responsibi lity Act, supra note 4. §§ 101, 103.
I 04. See Susan Bennett & Kathleen A. Sullivan , DisenTitling r!ze Poor: Waivers and Welfare
"Ref orm," 26 U. MICH. J.L. REF. 741,742 ( 1993).
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caseworkers cut them fro m the roll s. 105 A Black domestic' s ex perience w ith
poor re li ef in th e 1930s remain s typical of welfare recipi ents today:
"The investigators, they were like detectives, like I had co mmitted a
crime .... I had to tell them about m y life, more th an if I was o n
tri al ... the in vest igator searched my icebox . . . I was as hamed of
my li fe . . . th at's how you're made to feel when you're down and o ut
like yo u' re nothin g better th an a criminal." 106
Privacy doctrine does not shield from state intru sion people w ho rece1ve
we lfare as subjects; rather, their acceptance of governm en t benefits const itu tes
a waiver of privacy. Because familie s are not entitled to govern ment s upport,
the Supreme Court has reasoned, the government may force them to ope n up
for inspection , shrink, rearrange, or break up in orde r to qualify for
benefits. 107 Courts so metimes find egregious in vas ions of poor families'
privacy to be unconstitutional, but most of the day- to-day decisions of family
life remain vulnerable to legitimate state supervision. 10 8 While poor s ingle
mothers (subjects) must endure government surveillance for their pal try
benefits, "self-sufficient" tradition al famili es (c iti ze ns) receive hu ge public
subsidi es-Social
Security,
tax
break s,
and
government-backed
mortgages-without any loss of privacy. 109
The Supreme Co urt invalidated early welfare eligibility requirements , such
as AFDC's " man in the hou se" rule, designed to " leg islate morality" of
recipients. 110 Other precedents, however, affirm the state 's power to

105. For a poignant sto ry of a welfare recipient 's use of submi ss ive identit y as a strategy fo r surviva l
in the con tex t of a welfare hearin g, see Lucie E. White, SubordinaTion. Rh etorica l Survival Skills, and
Sunday Shoes : Notes on the Hea ring of Mrs. G., 38 BUFF. L. REv. I (1990). Noncompliant rec ipi ents
sometimes suffer brutal retali ation at the hands of government age nts. See FUN!CELLO, supra note 97, at
24-53 .
I 06. BR EN DA CLEGG GRAY, BLACK FEMALE DOMESTICS DURI NG THE DEPRESSION IN NEW YORK
CiTY, 1930- 1940, at 103 ( 1993), quoted in PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 192 (a lterati ons
in origin al ). Lucie White recounts a contemporary mother's simil ar expe rience wi th we lfa re workers: '" !
know they be wanting to know eve rythin g. They are so nosy. They control your life. I don ' t li ke it."'
White, supra note 99, at 1973; see also Patrick J. Horvath, Has Harassment Become th e Plan for Reducing
Welfare Rolls.?, N.Y. TIM ES, Aug. I 5, 1995, at A 16 (letter) (describing harassment of New York City
welfare rec ipien ts under Mayor Rudolph Giuliani 's plan to weed out fraudulent claims).
107. See, e.g. , Bowen v. Gi lliard, 483 U.S . 587 ( 1987) (upholdin g AFDC regulation determining
fami lies' eligibility for benefits despite negative effec ts on fa mili es' chosen livin g arrangements); Lyng v.
Castillo, 477 U.S. 635 ( 1986) (rejecting cons titutional challenge to provisi on in federal fo od stamps
program th at determined eligibility based on households); Wym an v. James, 400 U.S. 309 ( 1971) (rejecting
welfare mother's right to res ist state home ins pection as condition of welfare eli gibi lity).
108. See FINEMA N, supra note 30, at 185.
I09. See id. at 191; see also Iris M. Youn g, Mothers, Citizenship, and Independence: A Critique of
Pure Fam ily Values, I 05 ETHICS 535, 550 ( I 995) ("[C]itizens judged self-sufficie nt have a rig ht to
auton omy, but those who are not independent in this sense often have their autonomy limited in many
ways.").
110. Williams, supra note 12, at 724 n.39; see Lewi s v. Martin, 397 U.S. 552 (1970 ) (holdin g
uncon stituti onal a regulation all ocating to mother for purposes of AFDC eli gibilit y income of man who
shares her home with no legal ob li gat ion to provide support ); King v. Smith, 392 U.S. 309 ( 1968)
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co nditi o n e li g ibility for benefits o n co nfo rmit y with majoritarian fa mil y norms.
In Dandridge v. Williams, 11 1 for exa mple , th e Court upheld Maryland 's
regulati on that placed an absolute ca p of $250 monthly per fam ily, regardl ess
o f the fam il y 's size or financial need. The Court found that the state' s interest
in encouraging employ ment was a suffici e ntl y rational reason to defeat
rec ipi e nts' equal protec tion challenge. The Court rejected the objec ti on that
some families had no employabl e member on the ground that "the Equal
Protectio n Clause does not require th at a State must choose between attacking
every aspec t of a problem or not attacki ng the problem at all. " 112
Nor do welfare recipients fare we ll unde r the uncon stitutional co nd itio ns
doctrine, which provides that the government may not conditi on the conferral
of a benefi t on the beneficiary's surrender of a co nstitution al right, altho ugh
the government may choose not to provide the bene fi t al together. 113 T he
Co urt has avoided the unconstituti onal co nditi ons problem in cases involving
public assistance to the poor by di stin guishing between direc t state interference
with a protected activity and the state's mere refusal to subsidize a protected
acti vity. 114 The former, the Court concedes, raises a constitutional iss ue
becau se it involves state action , whereas the latter is a constitutionally
insignific ant failure to act. 115 For exa mple, the Court refused to requi re th e
state or fe deral governments to pay the cost of abortion services for poor
women , even though they pay for the expenses inc ident to childbirth, reaso ning
that "[a]lthough government may not place obstacles in the path of a woman's
exercise of her freedom of choice, it need not remove tho se not of its own
creation." 11 6 By regarding welfare benefits as an undeserved subsidy, the
Court allows the state to treat recipients as subjects whose be havior m ay be
modified to fit current social policy.

(invalidatin g Alabama's regulation disqualifyin g from AFDC any mother living wi th man who was not
obligated to provide support).
Ill. 397 U.S. 471 ( 1970).
11 2. !d. at 486--87.
113. See Kathleen M. Sullivan, UnconsTituTional CondiTions , 102 HARV. L. REV. 1413, 14 15 ( 1989)
(stating the doctrine).
114. See, e.g., Rust v. Sullivan, 500 U.S. 173 ( 1991) (upholding prohibition on use of federal familyplanning funds for abortion coun seling as not unduly restricti ve of individual 's right to choose abortion);
Webster v. Reproductive Health Servs., 492 U.S . 490 ( 1989) (uphold ing prohibition on use of state funds ,
employees, or faciliti es to perform aborti on as not undul y restri cti ve of indi vidual's ri ght to choose
abortion).
115. See CASS R. SUNSTEIN, THE PARTI AL CONSTITUTION 298- 30 I ( 1993).
116. Harris v. McRae, 448 U.S. 297, 316 ( 1980) . The aborti on-funding cases raise an unconstituti onal
conditi ons problem when the government's refusal to pay for abort ions is viewed as a condition on the
rece ipt of Medicaid funds: Pregnant wo men may receive medical benefits as long as they do not use th em
to exercise their ri ght to obtain an abortion .
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Welfare and Condit ions on Reproduction

The goal of some we lfare reform proposals is to discourage poor wom en
from havin g children. These measures include both "family cap" legislati o n,
w hi ch de ni es additional benefits for children born to women alread y o n
we lfare, 117 an d proposals for cash bonuses to encourage these women to use
N orplant. 11 8 This deg ree of government control over rep rod ucti ve
decisionmaking would surely amount to a violation of citi ze ns' procreati ve
liberty if imposed direct ly by law. 119 Protection of such deepl y perso nal
matters from gove rnment intrusion is " [a]t the heart of liberty." 120 I ha ve
described gove rnment res trictions on procreation as a form of dehumanization :
The ri ght to bear children goes to the heart of w hat it mea ns to be
human. The value we place on individuals determines whether we see
them as e ntitled w perpetuate themselves in their children. Denyin g
someone the right to bear children-or puni shing her for exercising
that right-deprives her of a basic part of her humanity. When thi s
denial is based on race, it also functio ns to preserve a racial hierarchy
that esse ntiall y di sregards Black humanity. 12 1
In thinkin g abou t welfare's relation ship to citizenship, I have come to view
provisions des igned to deter welfare recipients from having children as another
denial of ci ti ze nship rights. One of the privileges of citizenship is the ability
to contribute one's children to the next generation of citizens . Subjects, on the
other hand, are considered unworthy of adding their offspring to the nati onal
community. This aspect of citizenship explains, as well, the prese nt campaign
to deny automatic citizenship to children born in the United States of
undocumented immigrant parents. 122
117. See Mike Doming, Welfare Cap on Families Shows Signs of Success, CHI. TRIB. , Mar. 12, 1995,
at I; Me li nda Henneberger, Re!lzinking Welfare: Decerring New Birchs-A Special Report; State Aid Is
Capped, but to Whac Effect?, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. II , 1995, at A I. A federal judge recent ly upheld the
cons tituti onality of New Jersey's "family cap" law. See CK v. Shalala, 883 F. Supp. 99 1 (D.N.J. 1995).
118. See Tamar Lewin, A Plan co Pay Welfare Mothers for Birth Comrol , N.Y. TIMES , Feb. 9, 199 1,
at A9. At leas t two states have proposed legi slation to mandate the use of Norplant as a condition of
rece iving welfare benefi ts , though both proposals we re ultimately rejected. See Judy Mann, Punishm enl Is
No t a Contracep cive, WASH. POST, Mar. 2, 1994, at El5. For di sc ussions of the constitutionality of
legislation conditioning welfare benefits on Norpl ant use, see Tracy Ballard, Th e No rp lant Condition: One
Step Forwa rd or Two Steps Back?, 16 HARV . WOMEN'S L.J. 139 (1993); Laurence C. Nolan. Th e
Unconscitutional Conditions Doctrine and Mandacing Norplant for Women on Welfare Discourse, 3 AM.
U. J. GEN DER & L. 15 (1994).
119. See generally JOH N A. ROBERTSON, CHILDREN OF CHO ICE: FREEDOM AND THE NEW
REPRODUCT IVE TEC HNO LOGIES ( 1994) (discu ssing constitutional protection of individuals' procreati ve
freedom ).
120. Planned Parenthood v. Casey, 11 2 S. Ct. 2791, 2807 ( 1992) (referring to "personal decisions
relating to marriage, procreation, contraception, family relationships, child rearin g, and ed ucation" ).
121. Doro thy E. Roberts, Punishing Drug Addicts Who Have Babies: Wom en of Color, Equality and
the Right of Privacy, 104 HARV . L. REV. 1419, 1472 ( 1991) (footn ote omitted).
122. See Robert J. Shu lman. Comment, Children of a Lesser God: Should the Fourteenth Amendment
Be Altered or Repealed 10 Deny Awomaric Citizenship Rights and Privileges to American Born Children
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D. Welfare and Forced Labor
Welfare work policies also reflect the di stinction between citizens and
subjects. Welfare for c itizens addresses defects in the economi c structure in
order to protect citizens' economic security. Welfare for subjects, on the other
hand , attempts to change the individual's character in order to improve her
mot ivation or ab ility to work. 12 3 The most popular welfare reform provisions
are those that attempt to end welfare dependency by requiring recipients to
work at govern ment-created jobs or by cutting off benefits after a set period
of years . 124
Programs that force recipients to perform menial labor for subsistence
benefits resemble involuntary servitude more than the creation of meaningful
work. 125 Work programs cannot possibly enable untrained and poorly
educated women to achieve financial self-sufficiency, especially in an economy
structured against women and with dimini shing demand for unskilled
workers. 126 Any work disincentive that exists for welfare mothers is caused
not by overly generous welfare benefits, but by the miserable conditions of
available full-time jobs: poverty wages, loss of welfare benefits, and inadequate
child and health care. 127 In the end, workfare programs leave poor mothers
worse off economically because they remain at the same AFDC level but incur
the added costs of going to work. 128 Treating AFDC recipients as citizens
rather than as subjects would require dramatic economic and social changes,
of !//ega/ Aliens ?, 22 PEPP. L. REv. 669 (1995) (discussing American tradi ti on of granting automatic
citizenship at birth and proposed constitutional changes); see also PETER BRIMELOW, ALIEN NATION:
COMM ON SENSE ABOUT AMERICA'S IMMIGRATION DISASTER 178-86 ( 1995) (advocating curtailment of
immi gration from Third World countries to preserve America's cu ltural identity); PETER H. SCHUCK &
ROGERS M. SMITH, CiTIZENSHIP WITHOUT CONSENT: ILLEGAL ALIENS IN THE AMERICAN POLITY 90-115
( 1985) (criticizin g birthright citizenship for ascribing membership in American polity without consent of
polity or citizen).
123. See COLOR OF WELFARE, sr1pra note 7, at 67; Backer, supra note 3, at 354-56 (arguing that
behavior modification policies stem from erroneous assumptions about causes of poverty: "One of the main
purposes of welfare is to eliminate the personal weaknesses that prevent the able bodied from fendin g for
them selves .").
124. For descriptions of mandatory work programs, see Julie A. Nice, Welfare Servitude, I GEO. J.
ON FIGHTING POVERTY 340, 342-44 (1993); Joanna K. Weinberg, Th e Dilemma of Welfare Reform:
"Workfare" Programs and Poor Women, 26 NEW ENG. L. REv. 415, 425-50 (1991); Jason DeParle,

Clinton Idea Us ed to Limit Welfare: States Issue Their Own Plans to Put Two-Yea r Curbs on Those Getting
Benefits, N.Y. TIMES, June 2, 1993, at Al2.
125. See Nice, supra note 124, at 344-55 (arguing that mandatory work programs impose in vo luntary
servitude and therefore violate Thirteenth Amendment).
] 26. See MILDRED REIN, DILEMMAS OF WELFARE POLICY: WHY WORK STRATEG IES HAVEN' T
WORK ED (1982); Minow, supra note 3, at 831-38; Weinberg, supra note 124, at 448-52; see also Diana
Pearce, Welfare Is Not for Women: Why rhe War on Poverry Cannor Conquer rhe Femini zation of Poverry,
in WOMEN, THE STATE, AND WELFARE 265, 267-69 (Linda Gordon ed., 1990) (describing uniquene ss of
female poverty).
127. See CHRISTOPHER JENCKS, RETHINKING SOCIAL POLICY: RACE, POVERTY, AND THE UNDERCLASS
223-26 ( 1992); L ee Anne Fennell, Inrerdependence and Choice in Disrributive Jusri ce: Th e Welfare
Conundrum, 1994 WIS. L. REv. 235, 281; see also White, supra note 99, at 1975-91 (describing barriers
to Black women's exit from welfare).
128. See Joel F. Handler, Two Years and You're Our, 26 CONN. L. REV . 857, 864 (1994).
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including aggressive job creation, a higher m1111mum wage or a guaranteed
minimum income, subsidized child and health care, and elimination of
inequalities in the labor market.
Pitied But Not Entitled and The Color of Welfare reveal how welfare
policy was structured to maintain a Black menial labor force. The fear that
welfare would allow recipients to resist poverty wages was a chief justification
for excluding Blacks from New Deal welfare programs and opposing
guaranteed-income proposals during the 1970s. 129 As one Georgia
Democratic Congressman warned in opposition to President Nixon' s
guaranteed-income proposal, '"There's not going to be anybody left to roll
these wheelbarrows and press these shirts. "' 130 In addition, welfare officials
used work programs as a source of Black labor to fill degrading jobs. 131 The
subsequent "deindustrialization" of the U.S. economy has rendered Black
menial labor largely superfluous and cast the masses of Black Americans even
further from citizenship status. 132

Y.

CITIZENSHIP AND A NEW VISION OF WELFARE

By connecting welfare to social citizenship, both Gordon and Quadagno
seek to expand welfare's cultural meaning beyond its current definition as a
public handout to the very poor. Welfare's role in fostering citizenship
suggests its potential for helping to achieve racial justice instead of
perpetuating racial inequities. Moreover, Black people's demand for citizenship
rights is a powerful catalyst for reimagining our conception of welfare.
Paradoxically, white Americans' resistance to Black citizenship has prevented
this vision from achieving fruition. After describing the citizenship ideal of
welfare, I will discuss in Part VI possible strategies for overcoming this
impediment.
An early example of the citizenship vision of welfare comes from the
convergence of welfare advocacy and "race uplift" work in Black women's
activism at the turn of the century. At a time when most Americans viewed
welfare as undeserved relief for social inferiors, Black women reformers
advocated welfare as a prerequisite for Black people's citizenship, similar to
129. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 275; COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 21. See
generally PIVEN & CLOWARD, supra note 5 (describing how welfare system historically has been used to
regulate low-wage labor).
130. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 130 (quoting Rep. Phillip Landrum).
131. Under the Work Incentive Program in the South, for example, "'welfare recipients are made to
serve as maids or to do day yard work in white homes to keep their checks. During the cotton-picking
season no one is accepted on welfare because plantations need cheap labor to do cotton-picking behind the
cotton-picking machines."' !d. at 128 (quoting U.S. Congress, Hearings on H.R. 16311, at 1511 ).
132. See Derrick Bell, Black History and America 's Furure, 29 VAL. U. L. REV. 1179, 1186-87 (1995)
(describing demographic shifts having severe impact on minority workers); Ronald Takaki, A Dream
Deferred: The Crisis of "Losing Ground," in FROM DIFFERENT SHORES: PERSPECTIVES ON RACE AND
ETHNJCITY IN AMERICA 257, 259 (Ronald Takaki ed., 2d ed. 1994).
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the right to vote or to equal access to public accommodations. 133 For these
advocates, " [r]ace issues were poverty issues, and women's issues were race
issues. Race uplift work was usually welfare work by definition, conceived as
a path to racial equality. And black poverty could not be ameliorated without
challenges to white domination. " 134 Black women 's citizenship perspective
helped to structure the welfare programs they advocated: They preferred
universal programs and a broad meaning of welfare that included public
education and accessible health care.
Following in their foremothers' tradition, Black people's organizing for
relief during the Depression combined civil rights and welfare activism. 135
Quadagno, moreover, applies this citizenship orientation to her analysis of th e
War on Poverty, in which she discusses a wide range of government programs
because of her focus on Black Americans' equal participation in society rather
than the narrow issue of payments to the needy. Thus, Quadagno devotes as
much attention to fair housing policy, political empowerment, and affirmative
action in employment as to Social Security and AFDC. The history of welfare
in the 1960s reminds us that many of these currently vilified programs were
established as remediation for centuries of institutionalized repression .
Particularly enlightening is Quadagno's constant attention to the
interdependence of our civil rights. Quadagno links together Blacks' ability to
enter the labor market, to participate in politics, and to choose where to live.
The right to work without coercion depends on the right to fair housing:
People must enjoy the liberty to live where they can find jobs and take
advantage of investment opportunities. 136 For this reason, "[r]esidence is
more than a personal choice; it is also a primary source of political identity
and economic security. Likewise, residential segregation is more than a matter
of social distance; it is a matter of political fragmentation and economic
stratification along racial lines .... " 137 Quadagno sees residential
segregation as a major obstacle to the formation of class solidarity across racial
boundaries as well. 138 Because "working-class politics generally operated on
the basis of membership in the local community rather than membership in a
union," Blacks' spatial isolation impeded multiracial political organizing. 139
133. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 111-43.
134. /d. at 132. For other accounts of Black women's activism at the turn of the century, see EVELY N
BROOKS HIGGINBOTHAM , RIGHTEOUS DISCONTENT: THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN THE BLACK BAPTIST
CHURCH , 1880-1920 ( 1993); CYNTHIA NEVERDON-MORTON, AFRO-AMERICAN WOMEN OF THE SOUTH AND
THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE RACE, 1885-1925 ( 1989).
135. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 245.
136. HOUSING IN AMERICA: PROBLEMS & PERSPECTIVES 3 (Roger Montgomery & Daniel R.
Mandelker eds., 2d ed. 1979) (defining housing as "a specific location in relation to work and services,
neighbors and neighborhoods, income and investment opportunities").
137. Richard Thompson Ford, The Boundaries of Race: Political Geog raphy in Legal Analysis, I 07
HARV. L. REV. 1841, 1844 (1994) (footnote omitted).
138. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 59.
139. See id. On the interaction between raciall y identified spaces and local government politics, see
Ford, supra note 13 7, at 1860-85.
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Thus, decades of forced residential segregation that concentrated Blacks in
inner cities compounded the racial barriers to their employment and political
participation. 140
Similarly, the right to vote depends on the right to work without coercion:
People who are economically subjugated have less freedom to assert their
political will. 141 For example, Quadagno points out that the critical
determinant of Black political participation in the South was the source of
Blacks' income: "[C]ounties with high black voter turnouts were those in
which African Americans depended least on whites for their livelihood." 142
And Quadagno notes that white Southerners opposed President Nixon's
guaranteed-income proposal, the Family Assistance Plan, because it threatened
to upset the racial caste system by emancipating the Southern Black labor
force. 143
Quadagno also demonstrates the interdependence of public and private
barriers to equality. After the New Deal and prior to the War on Poverty, for
example, the federal government tacitly allowed racial discrimination by trade
unions, even on projects using federal funds. 144 Federal housing policies also
reinforced the private residential discrimination carried out by homeowners,
brokers, and lenders: Government-subsidized mortgages were virtually reserved
for whites, and public housing for Blacks was confined to inner cities. 145
Federal housing subsidies, then, are a form of welfare needed to redress
decades of enforced isolation and to enable Blacks to participate fully as
citizens in the national polity and economy.
Gordon and Quadagno suggest a conception of welfare's enabling role in
citizenship that is more radical than the civic republican defense of minimum
entitlements. 146 Welfare is more than a minimal means of survival for the

140. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 89. See generally DOUGLAS S. MASSEY & NANCY A.
DENTON, AMERICAN APARTHEID: SEGREGATION AND THE MAKING OF THE UNDERCLASS ( 1993)
(demonstrating that existence of persistently poor "underclass" resulted from systemic racial discrimination
in public and private housing markets).
141. Both liberal and republican political theories hold that economic independence is a prerequisite
to democracy and political liberty. See JAMES W. ELY, JR., THE GUARDIAN OF EVERY OTHER RIGHT: A
CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF PROPERTY RIGHTS (1992); JENNIFER NEDELSKY, PRIVATE PROPERTY AND
THE LIMITS OF AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONALISM: THE MADISON! AN FRAMEWORK AND ITS LEGACY 141-202
( 1990): Charles A. Reich, The New Property, 73 YALE L.J. 733, 779 ( 1964 ); Cass R. Sunstein, On Property
and Constitutionalism, 14 CARDOZO L. REv. 907 (1993) ("A right to private property, free from
government interference, is ... a necessary basis for a democracy.").
142. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 129.
143. !d.
144. /d.at61.
145. MASSEY & DENTON, supra note 140, at 17-82; COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 90-91;
Ford, supra note 137, at 1848. Today, race-neutral legal doctrine and public policy serve to perpetuate
already-established racial segregation and its attendant problems. See id. at 1844--45.
146. See, e.g., SUNSTEIN, supra note 115, at 138-40; Akhil Reed Amar, Forty Acres and A Mule: A
Republican Theory of Minimwn Entitlements, 13 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 37 ( 1990); Frank I. Michelman,
Welfare Rights in a Constitutional Democracy, 1979 WASH. U. L.Q. 659. For an argument that the tradition
of democratic constitutionalism supports a more radical vision of economic rights, see William E. Forbath,
Why Is This Rights Talk Different from All Other Rights Talk? Demoting the Court and Reimagining the
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poor; it is a badge of citi ze nship, a prerequisite to full membership in the
national co mmunity. Both books make clear that building a just welfare state
requires abolishing its stratification based on earned entitlements and
undeserved handouts. Advocates must strive to place individual welfare
programs in their larger context of "all of a government's contributions to its
citizens' well-being." 147 This view would include as welfare not only AFDC,
Soc ial Security, and unemployment insurance, but also presently concealed
benefits such as home mortgage deductions, public schools and parks, garbage
disposal, farm subsidies, and corporate tax breaks. 148 The view would thus
reveal that most welfare helps Americans who are not poor.
This broader view of welfare would dramatically change the debate about
single mothers receiving AFDC, for example. Far from being seen as
undeserving and irresponsible depende nts on public relief, these women would
be seen as mothers whom the government should be obligated to compensate
for their valuable contribution to society. We would view the m as no less
entitled to government aid than retired elderly people or mothers who rely on
Social Security benefits to support their children. In addition, a citizenship
view of welfare would seek to bring these women into full participation in the
labor market rather than merely helping them to subsist. Under this approach,
welfare would support working mothers through day care, medical insurance,
education, paid parental leave, and a guaranteed income, as well as an
aggressive policy to restructure the economy to provide more decent jobs. 149
VI. STRATEGIES FOR TRANSFORMING THE AMERICAN WELFARE SYSTEM
Given the defeat of past efforts to create an inclusive welfare state, how
should contemporary visionaries promote the citizenship ideal of welfare?
Gordon and Quadagno find lessons for future welfare movements in the failed
strategies and alliances that they studied. Racism's crucial role in past setbacks
makes it clear that strategies must center on resolving the dilemma of Black
citizenship. This part discusses three strategies that have been proposed for
resolving this problem: universal programs, multiracial organizing, and Black
separatism.
One strategy advocated by Gordon and Quadagno, universalism, seeks to
avoid the problem of Black citizenship by soliciting white support for
programs that benefit all citizens. A second strategy organizes for institutional

Constirution, 46 STAN. L. REV. 1771 (1994) (reviewing CASS R. SUNSTEIN, THE PARTIAL CONSTITUTION
(1993)).
147. PiTIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 2.
148. See id.; see also KI NGSON & BERKOWITZ, supra note 89, at 14 (discussing public income
tran sfers structured through income tax system); THEODORE R. MARMOR ET AL., AMERICA'S
MISUNDERSTOOD WELFARE STATE 90-95 (1990).
149. See PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 306.
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change through multiracial coalitions that overcome racism by focusing on
groups' common goals. Finally, the separatist agenda eschews white acceptance
of Blacks as citizens and provides for Black people's welfare through
independent community development. I conclude that none of these strategies
by itself can achieve the radical transformation of American political and
economic structures necessary to make real the citizenship ideal of welfare.
While the universal and multiracial solutions underestimate the force of white
Americans' opposition to Black citizenship, the separatist solution
underestimates the need for systemic change.
A. The Universalist Solution

Gordon and Quadagno both signal the political vulnerability of "targeted"
welfare policies-programs that are means-tested or designed to benefit a
disadvantaged group, such as Blacks. 150 Targeted programs that have a high
proportion of Black beneficiaries, such as subsidized housing, are easily
plucked from the budget when opposed by white taxpayers. 151 Instead, the
authors (Gordon more enthusiastically than Quadagno) advocate programs that
base eligibility on universal criteria as a way of eliminating welfare's stratified
structure and of building broad-based support. 152 Because people who benefit
from welfare support welfare, Gordon argues, "a bigger welfare state is likely
to be a more popular one." 153 Quadagno recommends that welfare programs
garner support by "reward[ing] those who pay their costs." 154 William Julius
Wilson advocated a similar strategy of enhancing the political viability of
government programs by deemphasizing their racial objectives: "The hidden
agenda is to improve the life chances of groups such as the ghetto underclass
by emphasizing programs in which the more advantaged groups of all races
can positively relate." 155 By obscuring welfare's benefits for poor Blacks, the
universalist reasoning goes, an array of race-neutral programs will garner more
support than the current system, which the public associates with Blacks.
Universal programs that benefit all citizens would constitute a significant
improvement over the current, inadequate system. National health insurance,
for example, would secure desperately needed medical care for the thirty-nine
million, mostly working poor, Americans who are currently uninsured. 156
!50. See id. at 305; COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at !55.
!51. See COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 114.
!52. See PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 305-06; COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at
185.
!53. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 305.
!54. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 185.
!55. WILLIAM JULIUS WILSON, THE TRULY DISADVANTAGED: THE INNER CiTY, THE UNDERCLASS,
AND PUBLIC POLICY 120 ( 1987).
!56. See Erik Eckholm, Frayed Nerves of People Without Health Coverage, N.Y. TIMES, July II,
1994, at A I (profiling various low-wage families with no health insurance); Sonia Nazario & Douglas P.
Shuit, Many in Middle Class Turn to County for Medical Help, L.A. TIMES, Oct. 30, 1995, at A I

I
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Child allowances would similarly provide an important assurance of children's
well-being and eliminate the less visible system of income tax deductions that
benefits only those with high enough incomes to take advantage of it. Earned
income tax credits offer similar advantages: By subsidizing low-wage jobs,
they "blur the distinction between the single parent family moving off welfare,
or combining welfare and work, and the non-welfare family." 157
Faith in universalism, however, underestimates America's problem with
Black citizenship. Universalist solutions center on eliminating the stigma that
welfare's stratification places on Black Americans, but overlook the degree of
white Americans' unwillingness to accept Blacks as full citizens in the first
place. Universalism focuses on implementing restructured programs without
paying sufficient attention to the social forces that structured the current
stratified system and that have similarly stratified every other aspect of
American society. Some advocates of universal programs naively believe that
the barriers to Black citizenship stem from flaws in welfare policy itself, rather
than from the racism that drives those policies. 158
Universal programs are inadequate for three reasons. First, universal
programs alone constitute an improbable guarantee that the poor will receive
sufficient benefits. 159 Universal programs have a "trickle-up" effect: 160
Programs designed to benefit all citizens, rich and poor, are likely to benefit
rich citizens the most because they have greater political and economic
resources to structure programs to their advantage. At the very least, universal
benefits must be supplemented with need-based programs to ensure that those
at the bottom actually receive adequate aid. Benefits that provide the
necessities of a decent life-housing, nutrition, adequate income, jobs for
unskilled workers-must be administered directly to those who need them, or
the very poor risk falling below the minimum level of welfare.
Second, universal programs do not attempt to dismantle the
institutionalized impediments to Blacks' social and economic citizenship. They
leave racist social structures in place, relying on the distribution of benefits to
relieve the problems these structures create. Universal programs are subject to
Iris Marion Young's criticism of the distributive definition of justice: By

(describing plight of uninsured in Los Angeles County). Had President Clinton's plan for national health
care reform succeeded, it might have provided a model for government assistance that would improve the
welfare of most of the population. See Abigail Trafford & Cristine Russell, Opening Night for Clinton's
Plan, WASH. PosT, Sept. 21, 1993, at Z 12 (discussing history of presidential health care reform efforts).
157. Handler, supra note 128, at 868. For other universalist proposals that include assistance to the
working poor, such as earned income tax credits, see JENCKS, supra note 127, at 233-34; David T.
Ellwood, Reducing Poverty by Replacing Welfare, in WELFARE REALITIES: FROM RHETORIC TO REFORM
143, 148 (Mary Jo Bane & David T. Ellwood eds., 1994).
!58. See COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at l 0.
159. !d. at !56 (quoting Kenneth S. Tollett, Racism and Race-Conscious Remedies, 3 AM. PROSPECT
91 ( 1991 )); Robert Greenstein, Universal and Targeted Approaches to Relieving Poverty: An Alternative
View, in THE URBAN UNDERCLASS 437, 456-58 (Christopher Jencks & Paul E. Peterson eds., 1991 ).
160. I am indebted to Iris Marion Young for suggesting this phrase.
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focusing attention on the allocation of material goods, Young argues, the
distributive paradigm fa il s to scrutinize the institutional context that helps to
determine distributive patterns. 161 I have a similar fear about universalism's
effort to maneuver around racism. The process of making programs racene utral and therefore more palatable to white Americans is like ly to weaken
their power to eradi cate systemic oppression. 162
Fin all y, and most devastatingly, universal programs are hindered by their
ultimate appeal to the public's self-interest. Strategi zing to expan d the welfare
state has in vo lved devi sing ways to co nvince Americans that helping others is
in their ow n interest. Social Security retains its political popul arity becau se it
appeals to Americans' individual self-interest: It is perceived as an insuran ce
program in which beneficiaries recoup what they contributed. Social theori sts
ha ve noted the political attrac tiveness of using the Social Security model for
other we lfare programs; 163 even liberal theories of justice rely on a model of
self-insurance. 164
White supremacy, however, complicates reformers' reliance on
universali sm and self-interest to promote the welfare state. The ass umption th at
universal programs are intrinsically appealing because they benefi t everyone
crumbles in the face of racis m. Many white Americans remain uninterested in
advancing the welfare of Black Americans; many others see helping everyone
as contrary to their self-interest becau se they perceive Black people's social
position in opposition to their own. 165 Under American rac ist ideology,
universal programs th at benefit Blacks are necessarily antithetical to white
interests because Blacks' social advancement diminishes white superiority.
Indeed, the popularity of "universal" social insurance programs has hinged
on their formal or effective exclusion of Black people. New Deal reformers
could promote Social Security as a universal program designed to benefit all
classes only by first disqualifying most Black workers. "Instead of a
'universal' welfare state that could create solidarity among workers,"
161. IRIS MAR ION YOUNG, JUSTICE AND THE POLITICS OF DIFFERENCE I 5-33 ( 1990).
162. Critical race scholars have demonstrated th at the liberal reli ance on seemin gly neu tral prin cip les,
including "color blindness," actu ally legitimates the interests and experiences of white people. See, e.g.,
PATRICIA J. WI LLIAMS, The Obliging Shell: An Informal Essay on Formal Equal Oppo rtunity, in T HE
ALCHEMY OF RACE AN D RIGHTS 98 ( 1991 ); Ri chard Delgado, Rodrigo's Fou rth Chronicle: Neut rality and
Stasis in Antidiscrimination Law, 45 STAN. L REV. 11 33 , 1139-47 (1993); Neil Gotanda, A Critique of
"Our Constitution is Color-Blind," 44 STA N. L REv. I ( 1991 ).
163. See, e.g. , CHARLES LOCKHART, GAINING GROUN D: TAILORING SOCIAL PROGRAMS TO AM ERICAN
VALUES 4 ( 1989) (proposing that "design features of social security could be adapted fo r the development
of social merging programs directed at reducing poverty"); Stephen D. Sugarman, Financial Support of
Children and the End of Welfare as We Know !t, 8 1 VA. L. REV. (forthcom in g 1996) (proposi ng chi ld
support assurance scheme modeled on Social Security).
164. Fennell, supra note 127, at 272-73 & n.l42 (referrin g to JOHN RAWLS, A T HEORY OF JUSTICE
( 1971) and Ronald Dworkin, What is Equality 7 Part 2: Equality of Resources, I 0 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 283,
315 (1981)).
165. See sup ra text accompany ing notes 61-69; cf TO NI MORRISON, PLAYING IN THE DARK:
WHITENESS AND THE LITERA RY IMAG INATION 52 ( 1992) (desc ribing how whiteness is va lued in relation
to Blackness in white literary imagination).
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Quadagno notes, "the New Deal welfare state instituted a regime that
reinforced racial inequality." 166 Ironically, then, while universal programs are
advocated as a pragmatic means of racial inclusion, their implementation
realistically may depend on racial exclusion. Quadagno defines universalism
as "benefits granted as a right of citizenship." 167 Perhaps universalism is the
only politically feasible strategy for expanding the welfare state; but until
Bl ac ks are counted as citizens, they will never receive purportedly universal
entitlements--even if denying entitlements to Blacks means denying needed
benefits to everyone.
In recommending universal programs, Gordon overlooks the very lessons
of history she uncovers. Black women activists advocated universal programs
when white reformers rejected them because Black women identified with their
poorer sisters and understood that programs to eliminate poverty and
deprivation ultimately benefited the entire race. Their motto, "Lifting As We
Climb," signified Black women's commitment to collective action and
responsibility: "It was not enough for clubwomen individually to succeed;
clubwomen shared a sense that they were representatives of their race and their
gender so that their goals were unfulfilled to the extent that any member of
their community was left behind.'' 168
Using the metaphor of family, Gordon contrasts the Black women's
collective perspective with the approach of the white feminist reformers of that
time:
White maternalism was also a way of separating helper from
helped, of constructing those who needed welfare or charity as
"other." Their poor, immigrant "children" were, at the closest,
"adopted.'' But [to Black women reformers,] black women's
"children" were very much "family." There was little chronological
distance, because the privilege of elite blacks was so recent and so
tenuous. There was little geographical distance, because residential
segregation did not allow the black middle class much insulation from
the black poor. 169
Black women activists preferred universal programs because the circumstances
of race tied all Black people together as "family." It is precisely the privatized
family model of social accountability that robs universal programs of a strong
ideological foundation. According to this model, our empathy extends only to
people "whom we can imagine as potential lovers or family members." 170
166. COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 19.
167. /d. at 156.
168. Monica J. Evans, Stealing Away: Black Women, Outlaw Culture and the Rhetoric of Rights, 28
HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 263, 277-78 (1993).
169. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 127-28.
170. STEPHANIE COONTZ, THE WAY WE NEVER WERE: AMERICAN FAMILIES AND THE NOSTALGIA
TRAP 115 (1992).
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The limits of support for universal programs conespond to the scope of our
empathy, and, consequently, our image of the family. Most white Americans,
however, cannot imagine Black people as part of their families. 171 The
circumstances that bound elite Black reformers to their poor brothers and
sisters-residential segregation, economic discrimination, and social
inferiority-continue to separate the races. While the white feminist reformers
were at least willing to "adopt" poor, immigrant children, they excluded Black
children from their "family" altogether. 172
Thus, both Gordon and Quadagno expose how racism has thwarted the
citizenship vision of welfare and how it limits the potential for universal
programs. Yet both authors leave unanswered this difficult quandary: How
would an expanded welfare state compensate white Americans for their loss
of racial privilege?
B. The Potential for a Multiracial Social Movement
The previous section argued that the American practice of defining
universal rights in racial terms will continue to restrict society's vision of
government provision for all citizens. Universal programs that appeal to white
Americans' self-interest are unlikely to change Black Americans ' subordinated
status. We must therefore advocate a citizenship vision of welfare not as the
fulfillment of self-interest but as a matter of racial justice. If there is any hope
for realizing the citizenship vision of welfare, it must come from a progressive
social movement that not only sees a common interest in the welfare state but
also is dedicated to struggle explicitly for Black citizenship. Both books
suggest the potential and limitations of this type of social activism.
One of the strengths of Pitied But Not Entitled is its vivid portrayal of the
social movements and individual actors that inspired and shaped welfare
legislation. Gordon is especially interested in probing the ways in which
choices appeared to historical actors and their reasons for embracing one
design over another. As Deborah Stone notes, the book is less about single
mothers than about "how reformers thought about poor single mothers." 173
The Color of Welfare, on the other hand, examines the social forces that
dismantled the War on Poverty programs, but fails to investigate the social
movement that installed these programs in the first place. The Color of Welfare
would have been enriched by more information about the work of Black
activists and other progressives who agitated for the short-lived antipoverty
programs the book describes.
171. See Dorothy E. Roberts, The Genelic Tie, 62 U. CHI. L. REv. 209 (1995) (discussing how race
influences social meaning of genetic relatedness).
172. PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 46-49.
173. Deborah A. Stone, Of Alms and !he Woman, NEW REPUBLIC, Dec. 26, 1994, at 27, 27 (reviewing
PITIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6).
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Neither book, th en, explores a movement that success fully implemented
a welfare program designed to enhance Black citizen ship. One possibility is
that a soc ial movement composed of progressive whites committed to racial
justice along with Blacks and o ther people of color will unite to transform the
Ame ri can we lfare state. What does the history of welfare tell us about the
potential for such a multirac ial movement at th e tu rn of th e twe nty-firs t
ce ntury?
The ac hieve ments of earl y feminist reformers suggest that the common
concerns of working mothers offer a basis for progressive coalition building.
Lucie White calls on middle-class and elite women to fo llow in the footsteps
of their Progressive Era foremothers, suggesting that they replace th e
Progress ives' focus on "pensions to protect poor women fro m the workforce; '
with "reforms for all parents in the workplace itself. " 174 Theda Skocpol al so
be lieves th at the way to ac hieve universal family sec urity programs is for
femini st groups to join a broad democratic politi cal alliance , thereby
"recap itul at[in g] in co ntemporary ways some of the best ideas and methods
once used by propone nts of maternalist soc ial policies ." 175 Women 's
increasing prese nce in the labor market and changes in attitud es about famil y
and work may "make it possible for the first time since the emergence of
indu stri al capitalism to challenge women's assignment to unpaid caring
work. " 176 Contemporary feminist activists therefore operate in a context in
which they can link together the interests of working mothers of different races
who need government assistance to care for their children.
Workers ' common interest in economic justice offers another basi s for
promoting the citizenship vision of welfare. The shift from an industrial to a
service economy and the massive exportation of manufac turing jobs overseas
have plunged the United States into an economic crisis that threatens the
livelihoods of Black and white workers alike. 177 Taking a historical
perspective, Margaret Weir suggests that a full-employment policy could have
united Blacks and labor unions facing similar pressures of high unemployment
in the pas t. 178 Likewise, Karl Klare advocates an aggress ive jobs policy,
advanced by a coalition of poor people's advocates and organized labor, that
recognizes the common interest of welfare recipients and low-wage workers
179
in raising the labor market floor.
174. See Lucie E. White, On th e "Consensus" To End Welfare: Wh ere Are rh e Women's Voices ?, 26
L. REV. 843, 853 (1994).
175. SKOCPOL, supra note 18, at 539.
176. Bre nn er, supra note 85, at 129.
177 . See generally SHELDON DA NZIGER & PETER GOTTSCHA LK, AMER ICA UNEQUAL ( 1995); see also
Bell , supra note 132, at 1186-87 (desc ribing problem of current econ omic crisis).
178. Margaret Weir, Th e Federa l GovernmenT and Unemploym enT: The Fmstration of Policy
Inno vaTion from th e New Deal to the Grea t Society, in THE POLITI CS OF SOCIA L POLI CY IN THE UN ITED
STATES 149, 18 1-84 (Margaret We ir et al. eds., 1988).
179. Karl E. Klare, Toward New Strategies For Low-Wage Work ers , I PUB . I NTEREST L.J. I, 6-12
( 1995).
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Pitied But Not Entitled and The Co lor of We(fare, howe ver, cast doubt on
the potenti al for such multiracial organi zing. Gordon 's research sugges ts that
elite and middle-class women reform ers have a vested interest in expl aining
poverty in terms of cultural and personal weakness, rather than in transforming
the structure of economic and raci al inequality. 180 Quadagno portrays w hite
trade unions as the principal antagonists of federal affirmative ac tion efforts
durin g the 1960s and doubts that eve n full employment would have re du ced
uni on raci s m. 18 1 Far from linking workers and poor people across racial
lines, the economic crisis has led many whites to blame welfare recipients for
wasting their tax dollars and affirmative action for stealing the ir jobs. 182 We
are witness ing the abolition of programs design ed to fo ster Black c iti ze nship,
not their promotion by a multiracial workers' movement. 183
It seems that even progress ive whites falter on the problem of B lack
citizenship. Their own perspective on social problems and stake in the rac ial
order raise some of the same difficulties for multiracial organizing that
confront universalist programs. Perhaps due to the ir equation of Black
nationalism with white supremacy, progressive whites have found it hard to
comprehend the liberating meaning of race consciousness. 184 The history of
racial segregation as a means of white domination makes separatist efforts on
the part of Blacks look to many whites like a form of racism to be rej ected.
Years ago, Harold Cruse noted the inability of white progressives to cope with
racial equality and Black activi sm in a scathing indictment of the internal racial
politics of Marxist groups:

Ironically, even within Marxist organizations Negroes have had
to function as a numerical minority, and have been subordinated to
the will of a white majority on all crucial matters of racial policy.
What the Marxists called "Negro-white unity" within their
organizations was, in reality, white domination. Thus the Marxist
movement took a position of favoring a racial equality that did not
even exist within the organization of the movement itself. . ..
Marxism has stripped the Negro question of every theoretical concern

180. See PiTIED BUT NOT ENTITLED, supra note 6, at 67-108. The growing reali zation that feminist
politi cs must incorporate coalitions of women of di verse backgrounds as well as an anti racist pla tform
provides some hope that future welfare ac ti vists need not repeat the fat al errors of past femini st re form
moveme nts. See. e.g., Kimberle Crenshaw, Mappin g rh e Ma rgins: lnrersecrionality, ldenrity Polirics, and
Violence Againsr Women of Color, 43 STAN. L. REV. 1241 (1991 ); Angela P. Harris, Ra ce and Essenrialism
in Feminisr Lega l Theory, 42 STAN. L. REV. 581 ( 1990); Deborah L. Rhode, Fem inism and rile Srare. I 07
HARV. L. REV. 11 8 1 (1994).
181. See COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 6 1- 87.
182. See Bruce D. Butterfield, Affirmarive Acrion under Fire: Shunning Old Parhs to Equality ar Work,
BOSTON GLOB E, Oct. 20, 199 1, at I.
183. For a vision of a multiracial workers' move ment developed throu gh theories and strategi es that
account for both race and class, see Frances Lee Ansley, Srirring the Ashes: Race, Class and th e Future
of Civil Rights Scholarship, 74 CORNELL L. REV. 993 ( 1989).
184. Gary Peller, Race Consciousness, 1990 DUKE L.J. 75 8, 762.
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for the class , co lor, ethnic , economic , cultural , psychological , and
"national" complexities. 185
Cruse also faulted these progressives for failing to explain how socialism
would eliminate white supremacy and foster Blacks' cultural identity:
What guarantee do Negroes have that socialism means racial eq uality
any more than does capitalist democracy? Would socialism mean the
assimilation of the Negro into the dominant racial group'7 ... In other
words, the failure of American capitalist abundance to he lp solve the
crying problems of the Negro 's existence cannot be fobbed off on
some future socialist heaven. 186
It is this persistent racism and resulting weakness of progressive movements
in America that lead some well-meaning strategists to relinquish hope in
radical change and to rely instead on universal programs.
C. Separatism and Black Community Development
The problem that Black citizenship poses for the American welfare state
may point organizing in another direction. Cognizant of the futility of appeals
to whites ' self-interest and common concerns, Blacks might turn their efforts
inward. The notion of Black citizenship is not a predicament reserved for white
people; it is a problem for Black folks as well. Blacks are skeptical not only
about the prospect of their acceptance in American society, but also about
whether, "should complete integration somehow be achieved, it would prove
to be really desirable, for its price may be the total absorption and
disappearance of the race-a sort of painless genocide." 187 Why should
Blacks petition for citizenship in a nation that disparages their character, denies
them its material benefits, and treats them with brutality? The project of
seeking inclusion in a welfare system designed to denigrate Blacks seems
extremely suspect, to say the least. Thus, an alternative to the universalist and
coalition-building strategies for welfare reform is for Blacks to repudiate the
quest for citizenship altogether.
The separatist alternative is supported by Derrick Bell 's heavy dose of
"racial realism." 188 Bell draws our attention to whites' persistent refusal to
abdicate their racial domination and their repeated sacrificing of Black people's
rights. Despite decades devoted to civil rights protest and litigation, the
economic and political condition of the majority of Blacks has worsened. Bell

!85. CRUSE. REBELLION OR REVOLUTION?, supra note 14, at 92.
186. !d. at 93.
187. RobertS. Browne, A Case for Separation, in SEPARATISM OR INTEGRATI ON 7, I 0 (Robert Browne
& Bayard Rustin eds., 1968).
!88. See Derrick Bell, Racial Realism, 24 CONN . L. REV. 363 ( 1992).
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draws the conclusion that our commitment to racial equality is not on ly a
mi se rable failure but may even perpetuate Blacks' di se mpowerment. Bell
th erefore adopts the following bleak manifesto:
Black people will never gain full equality in this country. Even
those herculean efforts we hail as successful will produce no more
than temporary "peaks of progress," short-lived victories that slide
into irrelevance as raci al patterns adapt in ways that maintain white
dominance. This is a hard-to-accept fact that all history verifies. We
must acknowledge it and move on to adopt policies based on what I
call: " Racial Rea lism ." This mind- set or philosophy requires us to
acknowledge the perm anence of our subordinate status. That
acknowledgement enables us to avoid despair, and frees us to imagine
and implement racial strategies that can bring fulfillment and even
triumph. 189
For Bell, Blacks may triumph by engaging in oppositional acts that defy the
white power structure without harboring the unrealistic expectation of toppling
it. 190
In light of these racial realities , many Blacks favor building separatist
economic and politi cal institutions in lieu of reliance on government aid. This
rejection of the American welfare state is part of the long tradition of Black
nationalism that sees Blacks as forming a distinct community that should resist
assimilation into white society. 191 Black nationalists have condemned the
integrationist vision of the civil rights movement for capitulating to white
cultural imperialism and advocating ineffective remedies for racial
subordination. 192 Because Blacks can only expect to receive the degrading
form of welfare from white America, a more plausible and liberating strategy
is to strive for Black economic self-sufficiency.
Regina Austin, for example, advocates that Blacks concentrate their
struggle on developing the Black public sphere, which she describes as "a
space in which blacks generate and consolidate wealth through the production
of goods and services and the creation of markets and audiences that fully
utilize their labor power and creativity." 193 Rather than appealing to whites'
189. !d. at 373-74. Bell reaches a simi lar conclusion in two books, BELL, FACES AT THE BOTTOM OF
TH E WELL, supra note 68, and BELL, AND WE ARE NOT SAVED, supra note 70.
190. Bell, supra note 188, at 379.
191. See generally ROBERT L. ALLEN, A GUIDE TO BLACK POWER IN AMERICA ( 1970); HAROLD
CRUSE, THE CRISIS OF THE NEGRO INTELLECTUAL ( 1967) (analyzing historical tension between
integrationism and Black nationalism); Peller, supra note 184 (describing struggle between integrationism
and Black nationalism since late 1960s).
192. See, e.g., STOKELY CARMICHAEL & CHARLES HAMILTON, BLACK POWER 54-55 ( 1967)
("'Integration' as a goal today speaks to the problem of blackness not only in an unrealistic way but also
in a despicable way.... The fact is that integration , as traditionally articulaled, would abolish the black
community.").
193 . Regin a Austin, Beyond Black Demons and White Devils: Antiblack Conspiracy Theorizin g & the
Black Public Sphere, 22 FLA. ST. U. L. REv. 1021 , 1043 (1995) [herei nafter Austin, Beyond Black
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self-interest, fostering the Black public sphere e nables Blacks to pursue
collectively their own self-interest. This appro ach answers Bell's concern s
about the permanence of racism by providing for Black people's welfare
without the need for white peopl e 's as sistance. As Austin explains:
Although blacks must resist white supremacy at every turn , blacks
should also recognize the inadequacy of the concessions white
supremacy is likely to accord them and proceed on the ass umption
that they must generate and sustain a black public sphere, that is, a
space in which they can pursue the good life both in spite of white
people and without regard to them. 194
Perhaps the faith in Black economic self-sufficiency is utopian , but no more
so than is the faith in white people' s miraculou s inclusion of Blacks in th e
economic mainstream. 195

VII. CAN RACIAL REALISTS PURSUE SYSTEMIC CHANGE?
The separatist approach has the distinct advantage of confronting the
problem that Black citizenship poses for the American welfare state. It is based
on a realization that white Americans are unlikely to relinquish their racial
privilege to create a welfare system that incorporates Blacks as citizens. It
affirms as well ordinary Black folks ' ability to determine their own destiny.
But, like the universalist approach, a completely separatist program evades
racist institutions rather than dismantling them. Are there nevertheless reasons
to struggle for radical, systemic change in America? Is it worthwhile to sustain
a vision of a strong welfare state that regards Black people as citizens? I argue
in this part that, despite racism's intransigence, these are necessary goals for
both moral and strategic reasons.
Those who rely on community development alone must think hard about
its real potential for achieving the drastic changes needed to improve the
material conditions of Black people. While Black economic self-sufficiency is
an understandable goal, the community's ravaged resources are unlikely to
provide an adequate means of raising the masses of Black people out of
poverty. The very evidence of Blacks ' economic and political marginalization
upon which Bell relies to prove the permanence of racism demonstrates the
imperative of radical change. While we should recognize and defend ordinary
Demons]. Austin has elaborated a strategy of developing the Black in fo rmal economy in a series of arti cles.
See Regina Austin , "The Black Community," Its Lawbreakers, and a Politics of Identification , 65 S. CAL.
L. REV. 1769, 1799-1817 (1992); Regina Austin , Concerns of Our Own, 24 RUTG ERS L.J . 731 (1993);
Regina Austin , "An Honest Living": Street Vendors, Municipal Regulation. and th e Black Public Sph ere,
I 03 YALE L.J. 2119 ( 1994); Regina Austin, "A Narion of Thieves ": Securing Black People's Righrro Sh op
and To Sell in Whire America, 1994 UTAH L. REV. 147.
194. Austin, Beyond Black Demons, supra note 193, at I 042-43.
195 . See CRUSE, REBELLION OR REVOLUTION?. supra note 14, at 95.
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people 's everyday resi stance to racism, we mu st also acknowledge that
collective ac tion for structural change is more effective than solitary acts of
harass ment.' % Surely we do not expect that Bl ac ks must forever hustle to
SUrVIVe.

Thus, Black Americans face a dilemma of their own: America's deeply
ingrained racial inju stice makes Black nationalism a necessity, yet this injustice
seems too profound to be fixed by isolationist self-help meas ures. Harold
Cruse's piercing analysis of the Negro's dilemma in the 1960s, Rebellion or
Revolution ?, sheds helpful light on this quandary. After acknowledging
compelling support for the view of white America as a sinking ship, Cruse
neverthel ess wondered whether Blacks can safely jump off:
T he flaw for us in the sinking ship forecast is that we are more or
less doomed to sink with it. The American Negro, caught in a social
situation from which he cannot readily depart, retreat, or easily
adv an ce, resembles Jean Paul Sartre's existential man who is
"condemned to be free." 197
Neither an integrationism that relies on white people' s accommodation of
Blacks nor a separatism that ignores America's overall condition can provide
Black people with a path out of this predicament. Cruse concluded that the
American Negro had no choice but to "stand up and fight his way out of the
social trap in which Western civilization has ensnared him." 198 Despite the
intractability of racism, Blacks resign from the struggle to transform America
at their peril.
The commitment to building independent Black institutions need not entail
extrication from the pursuit of radical economic and social change in
America. 199 On the contrary, Black political, economic, and cultural selfdetermination is a necessary condition for social change. First, Black
nationalist organizing is essential to acquiring the clout required for effective
agitation, political bargaining, and coalition building?00 Whites'
unwillingness to cede their racial privilege means that Blacks must support
their demands with increased political unity and economic strength. This
position of strength opens the possibility of Blacks' effective alliances with

196. See Joel F. Handler, Postmodernism, Protest, and the New Social Movements, 26 LAW & Soc 'y
REv. 697, 715 ( 1992) (contrasting 1960s accounts of collective political struggles with postmodem stories
of indi vidual and isolated acts of resistance).
197. CRUSE, REBELLION OR REVOLUTION?, SCipra note 14, at I 04.
198. Jd.
199. I consider in this part the development of Black institutions within the United States. An
alternative form of nationalism is the establishment of an independent Black nation. An independent Black
nation would also resolve the problem of Black citizenship, but rai ses additional questions of feasibility.
200. See Frances Fox Pi ve n & Richard A. Cloward, Th e Case Against Urban Deseg rega tion , in THE
POLITICS OF TURMOIL: ESSAYS ON POV ERTY , RACE AND THE URBAN CRISIS 177, 196--98 (Richard A.
Cloward & Frances Fox Piven eds., 1974).
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other peop le of color and progressive whites-alliances th at, although difficult
to forge, are necessary for systemic change. Strengthening Black community
institutions provides bases of power needed to advance Black people's distinct
interests. Rac ial solidarity must be nourished by a vital cultural life shared in
community assoc iati ons. 20 1
Second, a strong Black political apparatu s is critical to ensure that
government welfare actually benefits Black communities. As I argued above,
centuries of racial oppress ion and marginali zati on have diminished the Black
community's potential to improve the lot of its most deprived members en tire ly
on its own. Yet the white-dominated welfare system has always administered
its charity in a way that reinforces Black subordination. As a result, Robert
Allen contended, "if neocolonialism is to be avoided, it is essential that control
over the use of any outside aid mu st rest completely in the hands of the black
community. " 202 Separatist political organizations provide the means to
channel state monies and programs in the interests of Black people.
In The Color of Welfare, for example, Jill Quadagno explores the impact
of grants issued by the newly created Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO)
directly to neighborhood Community Action Agencies during the 1960s? 03
In a number of cities, OEO circumvented local politici ans and welfare
authorities to place federal resources in the hands of community civil rights
organizations. Quadagno notes that Newark's community action program was
particularly successful at wresting control of antipoverty funds from the local
Democratic machine: "As civil rights activists seized the community action
program, social policy became a weapon in the battle for racial equality." 204
Quadagno attributes Newark's achievement to the "numerical dominance of the
African American community plus the presence of civil rights activists
organized for radical action." 205 By contrast, Mayor Daley's entrenched
political power in Chicago prevented community action there from fostering
Black political empowerment.
Finally, Black nationalism can make a theoretical contribution to the
citizenship vision of welfare. Racism has stunted the creative imagination of
progressive thinkers in America, limiting their conception of the possibilities
of a welfare state. Gordon's history of white feminist reformers discloses that
their vision of welfare was spoiled by their inability to embrace Black women
either as equal participants in their movement or as objects of their concern.

201. CRUSE, REBELLION OR REVOLUTION?, supra note 14, at 66 (asserting that "the Negro problem
in the United States [i s) primarily a cultural question"). But see ALLEN, supra note 77, at 171-80
(criticizing Cruse's reliance on democratic cultural pluralism to launch the Black revolution). Allen argued
that cultural nationalism as a separate ideology will fail to alter existing power relati onshi ps and must be
incorporated into a revoluti onary political movement. See id. at 164-71.
202. ALLEN, supra note 77, at 233-34.
203. See THE COLOR OF WELFARE, supra note 7, at 33-59.
204. !d. at 50.
205. !d.
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While affirming Black people's authority to shape their own identities, we
should not neglect Blacks' role in creating a revolutionary theory that redefines
the American identity. Thus, Cruse condemned Western philosophers' theories
of social revolution as "bankrupt, passe, and irrelevant" in light of the
American racial deadlock, proposing that Blacks take up the question of
transforming their rebellion into "a movement with revolutionary approaches,
ideas, and appeals." 206 Black creativity fostered in separatist cultural forums
may provide a radical vision for all of America. 207
In short, neither the simple reliance on community development nor the
promise of Blacks' integration into white-dominated structures provides a
realistic avenue for Black liberation. What is needed is a complex approach
that fosters nationalist institutions as part of a program for systemic change,
including the realization of a citizenship vision of welfare.
It is the embrace or rejection of this revolutionary aim that distinguishes
various strains of Black separatism. "Self-help" is currently the slogan of Black
conservatives who eschew structural explanations for Black poverty and seek
to take advantage of the U.S. capitalist system? 08 Hence Clarence Thomas,
one of the most conservative Justices on the Supreme Court, recently espoused
separatist leanings in voting to overturn a district court 's school desegregation
plan: "It never ceases to amaze me," Thomas declared, "that the courts are so
willing to assume that anything that is predominantly black must be
inferior." 209 Thomas's primary quarrel with the district court's remedy,
however, was that it held Missouri liable for the continuing effects of an
official segregation policy that had ended thirty years earlier. 210 Although
Thomas exalted the value of Black schools, he had no desire to confront the
white power structure responsible for giving Black children a manifestly
inferior education.
Because a Black separatist approach need not upset the current
arrangements of power, some versions may be quite acceptable to whites . With
the exception of the 1960s militants, Black nationalist movements in America

206. CRUSE, REBELLION OR REVOLUTION?, supra note 14, at [ 07.
207. See Austin, Beyond Black Demons, supra note 193, at I 043 ("Black folks ... should operate
under the influence of the conceit that their vision of the good life for themselves is broad enough to
encompass a good life for others."); John 0. Calmore, Critical Race Theory, Archie Shepp, and Fire Music:
Securing an Authentic Intellectual Life in a Multicultural World, 65 S. CAL. L. REV. 2129, 2157 ( 1992)
(describing the element of creativity in Black intellectual life).
208. See Ellen Futterman, Black Republicans: A Contradiction. Or the Wave of the Future?, ST. LOUIS
POST-DISPATCH, Sept. 22, 1991, at 8; Paul Richter & Sam Fulwood III, Blacks on the Right: Voices Rise;
With the Choice of Clarence Thomas for the Supreme Court, Black Conservatives Gain Recognition, Their
Guiding Principle Is Self-Help, L.A. TIMES, July 15, 1991, at A I (discussing ideas of Black conservatives
such as economist Thomas Sowell, writer Shelby Steele, social activist Robert L. Woodson, and political
economist Glenn C. Loury). For examples of Black conservatives' self-help philosophy, see generally
GLENN C. LOURY, ONE BY ONE FROM THE INSIDE OUT: ESSAYS AND REVIEWS ON RACE AND
RESPONSIBILITY IN AMERICA ( 1995); SHELBY STEELE, THE CONTENT OF OUR CHARACTER ( 1990).
209. Missouri v. Jenkins, 115 S. Ct. 2038 , 2061 (1995) (Thomas, J., concurring).
210. See id. at 2063-64.
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have historicall y advocated policies that were just as, if not more,
accommodationist than the integrationi st agenda. 211 At the inceptio n of the
War on Poverty, for ex ample, whites found the concept of "co mmunity
development" reassuring because "they understood it to mean that the assa ult
would be on the ' pathology of the ghetto, ' not on white stakes in
neighborhoods, schools, jobs, or public services." 2 12 It is when Black
institutions confront white domination and seek, in coalition with other
progress ive groups, to abolish America's systemic inju stices that they achieve
their revolutionary potential.
Building independent Black politica l, economic, and cultural institutions,
then, is an essential component of a movement for widesp read soc ial change
in the United States. In Black Awakening in Capitalist America, Robert Allen
outlined a program that embraced the revolutionary aim of Black nationali sm.
Allen saw community development as the center of a transitional program
designed to ac hieve interim reforms until "full liberation through social
revolution" becomes possible .213 Thi s program included building an
independent Black political party whose rank and file and leadership would
come from ordinary Black working people. Allen also endorsed the concept of
a "co-operative commonwealth" in Black America proposed by W.E.B .
Du Bois in his autobiographical essay Dusk to Dawn. 2 14 Du Bois advocated
a planned, communal social system that would reject capitalism and apply
instead democratic principles to Black economic and social relations. As Allen
elaborated:
Planned, in the sense that all important aspects of this system were to
be thought out and analyzed in advance and then carefully guided in
order to facilitate community development. Communal, in the sense
that property relations would become social rather than private,
thereby avoiding economically inspired class division, and making
economic exploitation more difficult. Communal, in the sense also of
strengthening family and group ties and building a stronger sense of
community among black people so that all become dedicated to the
welfare of the group rather than personal advancement. 215
Allen doubted the feasibility of DuBois's vision of this system as separate and
self-sufficient; he acknowledged, however, that implementing this system on
a national scale could secure concrete reforms and increase the capital

211. Peller, supra note 184, at 826--28; see also ALLEN, supra note 77 , at 125 ("Actuall y, traditi onal
black nat ionalism all too often represents a denial of the possibili ty of social revolution.").
212. PIVEN & CLOWARD, supra note 5, at 276. Robe rt Allen noted that America's corporate leaders
responded to the 1967 urban upri sings by suppo rting a Black capitalist class that could demonstrate to the
ghetto masses the potential for assimilation into the current system. ALLEN, supra note 77 , at 212.
213. ALLEN, supra note 77, at 274.
214. W.E.B. DUBOIS, DUSK TO DAWN (1968).
215. ALLEN, supra note 77. at 277.
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resources within Black control , thereby helping to break Black dependency on
white soc iety. 216 The success of thi s program, Allen argued further, would
require close working relationships with Third World revolutionary forces and
with domestic allies who supported the Black liberation movement and social
change in white America.217
Yet for Allen, as for Cru se, separation from white society was not an
option. His ultimate goal was systemic change in white America, without
which, he predicted, "the raci sm and exploitative soc ial relations which
characterize that society will defeat even the best efforts of black freedom
fighters." 218 Despite the accurate assessment of racial realists like Derrick
Bell, Blacks must continue to struggle for citizenship-not in America as we
know it, but in a nation radically transformed by Blacks' very efforts to
ac hieve social justice.
** *
On what terms can Blacks in America become full citizens in the next
century? Is the hope for a welfare state that treats Blacks as equal citizens a
delu sion in light of America' s deep and abiding racial crisis? Or is the
citizenship vision of welfare America's only way out of catastrophe? I find it
hard to choose between these two prospects. While I share the nationalist hope
in Black self-determination and Derrick Bell's pessimism about the chances of
white metamorphosis, I nevertheless subscribe to a vision of a strong,
inclusive, and dignified welfare state. It is unlikely that the masses of poor
urban Blacks will enjoy the good life without drastic, systemic change that
includes aggressive government assistance, and it is unjust for them to be
denied this right of citizenship. Gordon and Quadagno make a compelling case
for pursuing this citizenship vision of welfare while recognizing the formidable
obstacle posed by America's persistent hostility to full Black citizenship. Only
a theory that combines the nationalist development of Black institutions and
social thought with the pursuit of systemic change can guide us out of
America's racial impasse.
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